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ROSES
07/04 to 07/14
1.

Fox 4 News At Ten
WFTX-TV CH 36 (FOX) Local TV Fort Myers/Naples
07/07/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 45.12 To air france, dropping round trip fares to 350 dollars from a number of
U.S. Cities. To rail europe slashing prices by as much as 70 percent on its trips between paris and
surrounding tourist destinations. And if all that doesn`t work, maybe this guy will? Woody allen/director
1:01:24 "recently there has been a lot of controversy between the countries, i hope that now start to build on
what has been a great friendship and great future. The french are trying to make ammends with the u-s...
And over the fourth of july weekend organizers of the initiative started placing more than 67-thousand roses
on memorials and tombs to honor american soldiers who fought in france in the two world wars. We all love
to get free stuff... But downloading free music on-line... May end up getting you into loads of trouble. We`ll
explain in 2 minutes. Music fans, if you download your? Tunes for free... 48.42

2.

KVUE 24 News Daybreak
KVUE-TV CH 24 (ABC) Local TV Austin
07/07/2003
5:00 - 7:00 am
[Derived from Captioning] 1.39.01 Tourism officials were singing happy birthday to america over fourth of
july weekend. Also many french young and old have not and will not forget the sacrifice american soldiers
made in both world wars to liberate them. Sot: to remember sixty thousand americans cries to spend their
private money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is very touching. France was the
first country to recognize the united states 227 years ago. This morningm n-b-a superstar kobe bryant is free
on 25 thousand dollars bond in colorado. The lakeis accused of a felony account of sexual assualt. It
allegedly occured at an wards colorado hotel. No other details were released. Bryant turned himself in to
authorities and is cooperating with the investigation. Also in nationvue- arizona officials are trying to
evacuate an upscale area in tucson. A wildfire is threatening about 200 luxury homesn the fire has already
destroyed more than 300 hom)s in muni sove ongress t s tod y igtr gr ementnec ion ugene is rm c r r enn aci
t ceiowincmef mil E. An)ws how oi dsfcolegestudent yvi g ms--even uring cass---but esn` seem aff eistudis. 3
Years o nasa was warned about insulation falling off during liftoff- so why was nothing done? Alook tthe final
results of the shuttle columbia investigation the invesgation into the shuttle columbia accident has brought
up some serious questions 1.44.05
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3.

2 Eyewitness News At Six
WBRZ-TV CH 2 (ABC) Local TV Baton Rouge
07/05/2003
6:00 - 6:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 12.31 Many in france, ordinary people havenot, and will not ever, forget the
sacrifice american soldiers made in bothworld wars to liberated france.Nats: he says americans came from
so far away to help us. Nats:this young man wasn`t born yet he says americans saved our lives royse A.
Brown/cincinnati, ohio sot: to remember sixty thousand americans cries to spend their private money and
time putting a rose on every american grave in france is verytouching. A gesture to both the past and what
they hope will be a forgiving future. Adaora udoji, abc news, london (veronica ad lib toss wx tease) (mary
mary ad lib wx) (2-shot wx tag) (veronica) still ahead on news 2 at six... Tiger runs away with the lead at the
western open.. Vo) and the williams sisters make it an all american finale at wimbeldon..... (Take vo cold off
top) the sister act continues at wimbeldon, as little sister takes home the trophy. (Mca on cam) good evening
everyone, i`m michael cauble, more from the grass courts of wimbeldon in a moment, but we begin at the
western open.... Yesterday was moving day at the tourney..... A chance to catch the leaders or at least take
a shot at joining them. And if there ever was a time to move it was yesterday..... (Take vo) because this
afternoon no-one was catching this man....... Tigers woods absolutly amazing. 21.32

4.

Action 10 News Weekend
WBIR-TV CH 10 (NBC) Local TV Knoxville
07/05/2003
8:00 - 9:00 am
[Derived from Captioning] 31.31 And get there early. News, los angeles. For a full list of prohibited items
and for a full list of prohibited items and security information, log onto "tsatraveltips.Us." Hundreds of
thousands of people turned out in the nation`s capital friday evening to wish america a happy 227th birthday.
They gathered for the annual concert called "a capitol fourth". The concert got under way with a special
message of thanks directed to america`s armed forces. East tennessee`s own dolly parton showed up in a
red and-white striped outfit trimmed with blue. Pyro shows out of campbell county was responsible for that
dazzling display of fireworks last night. The french were reaching out to america on this independance day.
People of the two nations have been at odds over the war in iraq. Iraq. Friday, french people gathered to
show their respect for americans at the american war cemetery outside paris. Thousands of american
soldiers died to liberate france during world war two. French american groups placed more than 67thousand roses on graves. The group also read a letter titled "the french have not forgotten," "as we always
were brothers and sisters with america, we deserve to show our love to americans and today on
independence day it is very appropriate to do that." 32.46
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5.

Newschannel 5 Weekend Morning Report
WTVF-TV CH 5 (CBS) Local TV Nashville
07/05/2003
7:00 - 8:00 am
[Derived from Captioning] 12.50 The fire began on june 17th and has continued to spread across the area
ever since. France is trying to make amends with the u-s.It might be the weak u-s dollar.. Or lingering anger
about france`s opposition to the war in iraq. Whatever the reason, american visits to paris are down nearly
25 percent. So more than 100 hotels and restaurants in paris are reaching out to american guests this 4-th
of july weekend.They`re offering everything from free champagne to barbecued meals.Tourism officials are
also placing roses on memorials and tombs to honor american soldiers who helped liberate france in the
two world wars. Still ahead on newschannel 5 this morning, we`ll tell you some of the pluses and minuses of
owning a hybrid car. Car. Charlie neese joins us with the forecast. Forecast. That many americans are
thinking about what they can do to use less fossil fuels. And one idea that`s picking up steam is hybrid cars.
Getting 50 miles per gallon sounds great, but as stacy johnson shows us, there are trade-offs. Vo 1 there are
lots of reasons to lower your energy bill. Some political, some financial. Vo 2 and if conservation is on your
mind, this might be a great way to find it. A hybrid car. 22.44

6.

NBC 5 News At 6:00
WMAQ-TV CH 5 (NBC) Local TV Chicago
07/05/2003
6:00 - 7:00 am
[Derived from Captioning] 15.39 > looters in basra tried to steal a government car, leading to clashes
there. An iraqi bystander was killed. Four looters were injured in that the remaining looters fled the scene.
British soldiers were later able to capture one of the looters in the nearby restaurant. Iraq has been plagued
with looting since the fall of saddam`s regime on april 9th. And overnight one palestinian was killed and at
least one more wounded in an explosion in the southern gaza. Because the cause of the explosion remains
unknown but they think it may have been caused by an explosive device left behind by israeli troops. Israeli
forces withdrew from gaza this week. The israeli military is investigating this incident. On had the 4ed of july
weekend, france celebrated its relationship with america. Relations have been strained because of
differences over iraq but during independence day celebrations in paris, french tourism officials planned for
extra visitors. They plan special activities, an incentive. Red rose were placed on the graves of U.S. Soldiers
who died there. 16.51
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7.

WRAL News Saturday Morning
WRAL-TV CH 5 (CBS) Local TV Raleigh/Durham
07/05/2003
6:00 - 8:00 am
[Derived from Captioning] 47.26 Wagner of mamers. And finally, this is miss kitty. This pretty kitty is
owned by ashley law of hurdle mills val camp lejeune received a special honor to mark independence day.
Officials there unveiled a beam from the world trade center. The 11-feet long beam was recovered from the
north tower. A new york firefighter said the battle in new york, and then the soldiers took it over val senator
john edwards mixed holiday pleasure with politics on the coast.Ent the first part of his fourth of july at
wrightsville beach. This was the fifth year edwards has spent the holiday at wrightsville, meeting and
greeting voters.. But this was his first beach walk as a democratic presidential contender val while edwards
spent the day on our coast. The home of the first flight, president bush spent the day in the hometown of the
wright brothers. Earlier in the day, he was in dayton, ohio celebrating the 4th and the centennial of flight.
Wilbur and orville wright`s hometown began its 17-day party to mark the 100th anniversary of the brothers
first flight. Val in france, a touching tribute to american soldiers who died fighting for freedom. Volunteers
laid roses on the graves of more than sixty-thousand americans who lost their lives in france during both
world wars. 48.37

8.

6 News Nightcast
WCNC-TV CH 36 (NBC) Local TV Charlotte
07/04/2003
11:00 - 11:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 13.51 > with have to hold the ears. The dog`s the one i`m most worried about.
Reporter: flash, boom, the bright colors of what they say is the biggest show in the carolinas. And despite
having to make that dash to get a good view, everybody seemed to be pretty happy. Now of course on the
way home, traffic tied up just a little bit but everybody happy with this 4th of july celebration, tim knol, 6
news. This 4th of july many symbols of american freedom are undergoing historic face-lifts. For the past two
years, the declaration of independence, the U.S. Constitution and the bill of rights have been out of public
view. It`s part of a massive restoration project at the national archives. In september they are expected to be
on display again. And another american symbol is being restored stitch by stitch. The 190-year-old flag was
the inspiration for the star spangled banner and it`s now being strengthened so its place in the future is
secured. Also tonight the french are remembering america`s independence with a gesture meant to mend
fences after disagreements over the war in iraq. Veterans and french-american groups placed 67,500 roses
on memorials and graves of the U.S. Troops who died in world wars i and ii. 15.07
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9.

News 13 11 Inside Las Vegas
KTNV-TV CH 13 (ABC) Local TV Las Vegas
07/04/2003
11:00 - 11:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 03.55 It`s a really good feeling great timing for us here in chesapeake. What a
great way to celebrate the 4th." At an american war cemetery just outside paris, french people marked this
day by placing roses on the graves of thousands of american soldiers. Mos sot: "i think it`s especially
important now in the view of the present distance between the two nations." And in philadelphia this
morning, they christened the national constitution center. As its founder said, the nation`s first institution
devoted to a piece of paper. Nats: ray charles playing "america" there were words of wisdom borrowed from
the past. The jazz great wynton marsalis: marsalis sot: "..That government of the people, by the people, for
the people shall not perish from the earth. Abraham lincoln gettysburg address." And our own peter jennings
quoting the great american jurist, learned hand: jennings sot: "liberty lies in the hearts of men and women;
when it dies there, no constitution, no law, no court can even do much to help it." A 4-th of july parade...
Turned deadly near saint louis, missouri. A 6 year old girl... Fell off a float... 05.48

10.

NewsChannel 13 Live At 11
WNYT-TV CH 13 (NBC) Local TV Albany/Schenectady/Troy
07/04/2003
11:00 - 11:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 08.25 The latest tape and the latest attacks, of course, leave open the question
of whether saddam is really gone. And whether he and those loyal to him will ever stop fighting as long as
they`re alive. Brian mooar nbc news washington. Despite its stated differences over the u-s led war in iraq,
france tonight, appears to be trying to make amends. Signs were placed on the eiffel tower and more than
67 thousand roses were laid on the graves of american soldiers in france today. Tourism officials in france
are hoping to assure americans they are welcome visitors this summer. The entertainment world is saying
goodbye tonight to barry white. The soulful singer who melted hearts with his velvety voice passed away
today at the age of 58. White`s kidneys finally failed after months of dialysis treatment. Bruce hall takes a
look back at his life. Nat sound singing that voice, that unmistakable voice deep, sexy, silky smooth, and
always singing about love... Nat sound singing can`t get enough barry white grew up in los angeles, a
troubled teen who turned his life around with help from his first love "lady music." Sound barry white i have
this feeling for music that has been such a force in my life thats been a life saver in my case white first found
success as a record producer and songwriter. He reached the height of his singing career in the seventies
with 10 top 40 hits. 09.39
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News 12 At 11:00
WPEC-TV CH 12 (CBS) Local TV West Palm Beach/Fort Pierce
07/04/2003
11:00 - 11:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 09.15 "voice in arabic" arabic television station "al jazeera" is airing this tape..
And claiming the voice is saddam`s. The voice asks iraqis to protect the fighters resisting american troops.
He says he is among his beloved people. This tape surfaced just one day after the u-s offered a 25 million
dollar reward for saddam`s capture or proof that he`s dead. France`s opposition to the war may be hurting
french tourism. Traffic from america is down 25 percent. To try heal hard feelings... More than 100 parisian
restaurants offer fourth of july freebies from champagne to barbeque. A sign on the eiffel tower says
"welcome to our american visitors." And red roses have been left on the graves of thousands of u-s soldiers
who died fighting in france. President bush is sending military experts to liberia to help figure out if american
forces are needed to bring peace to that war devastated country. This comes after liberian president charles
taylor agreed to resign. He accepted an asylum offer from nigeria.. But he says he won`t leave until an
international peacekeeping force is in place. 10.24

12.

28 Tampa Bay News
WFTS-TV CH 28 (ABC) Local TV Tampa/St. Petersburg
07/04/2003
11:00 - 11:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 10.45 A pakistani emergency worker reports 47-people were killed in today`s
attack on a shi`ite muslim mosque. About two-thousand people were praying inside... When the attackers
struck with guns and grenades. No one has claimed responsibility for the attack. Since the war with iraq...
There`s been a fair amount of bad blood between the u-s and france... But the french (who were the first to
recognize U.S. Independence from britain) are trying to change that. Since the beginning of the year. The
number of american tourists visiting france has declined 25 percent.. Some of them anticipating hostility. But
a new push by the french tourism industry is trying to convince americans.. That they are welcome. On this
fourth of july.. French volunteers placed roses on the graves of more than 60 thousand u-s soldiers in
cemetaries around france. 11.33
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Action 10 News Nightbeat
WBIR-TV CH 10 (NBC) Local TV Knoxville
07/04/2003
11:00 - 11:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 07.30 The french are reaching out to america on this independance day.
People of the two nations have been at odds over the war in iraq. Iraq. Today, french people gathered to
show their respect for americans at the american war cemetery outside paris. Thousands of american
soldiers died to liberate france during world war two. French american groups placed more than 67thousand roses on graves. The group also read a letter titled "the french have not forgotten," "as we always
were brothers and sisters with america, we deserve to show our love to americans and today on
independence day it is very appropriate to do that." France was the first country to recognize an
independant united states of america after the revolutionary war. After a beautiful fourth of july, find out what
kind of weather we have to look forward to for the rest of the weekend- next. But, first- here`s some of
tonight`s festival on the fourth at world`s fair park. (Nats with music) see what kind of car 300 thousand
dollars will buy you when we come back... Plus- we`ll take a look at the special effects behind this summer`s
top action movie. But, first- more from the festival on the fourth. This will be a huge weekend at the box
office. Terminator three is out... 09.21

14.

Fox23 News At 10:30
WXXA-TV CH 23 (FOX) Local TV Albany/Schenectady/Troy
07/04/2003
10:30 - 11:05 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 00.02 Yanks and red sox starting a 4-game set in the bronx highlights of that as
well at 10-51!! Segment close d break four~ p state plaza right now. Things were hot down there in more
ways than one what a show those folks saw fox 23`s aaron brilbeck standing by live with our update hi
aaron. Empire state empire state empire state empire state empire state france honoring france honoring
our independence day an effort to reach out to americansto try to heal hard feelings. Restaurants in paris
offering a 4th of july freebie of some sort from champagne to barbeque. A sign on the eiffel tower
welcomesthe city`s american visitors. And red roses placed on the graves of thousands of u-s soldiers who
died fighting in france. Tourism dropped 25-percent after the french opposed the war in iraq. Now the
country trying to get the business back. Barry white dead the man known for his deep, baritone voice and
sexy lyrics is dead. Ryhthm and blues singer barry white suffered kidney failure and had been in a los
angeles hospital since september. Fox`s bill mccuddy takes a look back at his remarkablecareer. Barry white
dead he was described as a soul legend. Singer barry white was born in galveston, texas on september
12th, 1944. He was a staple on black radio during the 1970`s. 02.13

15.

Fox 45 News At Ten
WBFF-TV CH 45 (FOX) Local TV Baltimore
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
00:31:13 Rose Ceremony; Volunteers in France celebrated Independence Day by placing roses on the
graves of 60,000 US soldiers outside Paris who died in WWI and WW2. V; rose ceremony. 00:31:29 :LR
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The Ten O'Clock News
WLVI-TV CH 56 (WB) Local TV Boston
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
00:39:37 TZ; French Memorial.; The French put roses on each marker at the cemetery in France where
some 60,000 Americans died in W.W. II. V; cemetery scene. 00:40:19 :LR

17.

The News Show
KTVK-TV CH 3 (IND) Local TV Phoenix
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
00:34:16 Soldiers Celebrate.; US soldiers around the world celebrated the 4th. I; Travis Kostanko, US
Marine Corporal. I; Kent Marshall, Navy Reservist. V; France rose ceremony. 00:35:36 :LR

18.

Channel 2 News
KHON-TV CH 2 (FOX) Local TV Honolulu
07/04/2003
10:00 - 10:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 07.03 Firecrews were out in force tonight keeping a close eye on the fireworks
and independence day revelers. As of 9:45 the honolulu fire department responded to 30 brushfires. Captain
tejada says about half of them are fireworks related. 9 Rubbish fires and 1 shack fire. And one fireworks
related injury in wailua. Dozens of people gathered at the american war cemetery outside of paris today.
They were there to honor and remember the thousands of american soldiers who were killed in both world
war one and two. Today`s event was led by two dozen war veterans and french american groups. They
placed about 68 thousand roses on memorials and tombs. Despite differences brought on by the war in
iraq... Both the french and americans hope to use the fourth of july holiday to point out france has been and
will remain a friend to the united states. Coming up next on the channel two news why mayor harris says he
will not ask a convicted cabinet member to step down. Still to come... Residents are calling for change after
a deadly stretch of highway claims another victim. Molokai residents are willing to do whatever it takes to get
tough on drugs. 08.29

19.

10 O'Clock News
KRXI-TV CH 11 (FOX) Local TV Reno
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 43.51 >> in france, signs on the eiffel tower welcomed american tourists, and
french, men, women and children laid a single red rose on each of the 60,000 graves of american soldiers
who died on french soil during world war ii two world wars. Many said this is their way trying to heal the
differences over the iraq war. Here in northern california is the time for the annual ritual of rebelliousness,
one that has just now grown to the middle age, actually. The scene is hollister, where the motorcycle rally
that half a century ago gave rise to the whole biker craze. Channel 2`s diane guerrazzi has that report.
Reporter: tens of thousands motorcyclists revved up their engines in hollister today. And make no mistake,
in spite of all the noise and their bad boy image, these bikers are welcome, welcome, welcome. Bikers say
they`re not the rabble rousers you might think. Among them oakland city councilman ignacio de la fuente. I
do this every year. Reporter: why? My therapy, you know. I get out of town and relax, chill out. I do this on
the holidays, on the weekends. 45.11
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The Ten O'Clock News
KTVU-TV CH 2 (FOX) Local TV San Francisco
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 41.05 >> in france, signs on the eiffel tower welcomed american tourists, and
french, men, women and children laid a single red rose on each of the 60,000 graves of american soldiers
who died on french soil during world war ii two world wars. Many said this is their way trying to heal the
differences over the iraq war. Here in northern california is the time for the annual ritual of rebelliousness,
one that has just now grown to the middle age, actually. The scene is hollister, where the motorcycle rally
that half a century ago gave rise to the whole biker craze. Channel 2`s diane guerrazzi has that report.
Reporter: tens of thousands motorcyclists revved up their engines in hollister today. And make no mistake,
in spite of all the noise and their bad boy image, these bikers are welcome, welcome, welcome. Bikers say
they`re not the rabble rousers you might think. Among them oakland city councilman ignacio de la fuente. I
do this every year. Reporter: why? My therapy, you know. I get out of town and relax, chill out. I do this on
the holidays, on the weekends. 42.25

21.

Fox 28 News At 10
KAYU-TV CH 28 (FOX) Local TV Spokane
07/04/2003
10:00 - 10:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 21.37 Powerball is played in 25 states. Odds of winning the big payoff are
approximately 1 in 120 million. Slightly higher if you don`t play at all. Still ahead tonight the french honor
liberators...We`ll take you around the world in eighty seconds. Next. Celebrate the fourth and a mexican
priest who`s packin heat... Get ready to go round the world in eighty seconds. India. Hundreds of youth
activists are demanding that the country`s railway minister be tried for murder. The protest comes just days
after 21 people died in a train crash in southern india. The country`s main opposition party organized the
demonstration. Protesters are calling officials at the ministry "traders of death." India has one of the world`s
biggest and most dangerous rail networks. France. Volunteers from french and american organizations
gathering to mark independence day. "Laying" a rose on each of the graves of the more than 60-thousand
americans killed in france during world war two. 24.41
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News 25 At 10
WEHT-TV CH 25 (ABC) Local TV Evansville
07/04/2003
10:00 - 10:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 21.12 Brown/cincinnati, ohio sot: to remember sixty thousand americans cries to
spend their private money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is very touching. A
gesture to both the past and what they hope will be a forgiving future. Adaora udoji, abc news, london v
several dignitaries, including the mayor of philadelphia...Get a crashing surpise today during dedication
ceremonies for the city`s new national constitution center. A heavy wooden frame that surrounded a
mural...Fell...As the picture was being unveiled. It hit several people on the stage. Mayor john street was hit
in the elbow and taken to a hospital. The museum president was actually hit in the head. U-s senator arlen
specter says the frame struck him on the arm. Supreme court justice...Sandra day o`connor.. Who was
officially opening the museum at the time, was un hurt. V the velvet-voiced r-and-b singer barry white has
died after almost a year of struggling with kidney failure. He was 58. His manager says white died this
morning at cedars-sinai medical center in los angeles. White was under-going dialysis and had been
hospitalized since september. 22.28

23.

2 Eyewitness News Nightdesk
WBRZ-TV CH 2 (ABC) Local TV Baton Rouge
07/04/2003
10:00 - 10:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 26.39 (sot) u-s supreme court justice was at the podium receiving the liberty
medal at the opening of the national constitution center when a frame holding curtains fell onto the stage.
There were minor injuries in france volunteers laid a rose on each of the 60-thousand-511 graves of u-s
soldiers who died during the liberation of france during world war one and world war two. The rose
ceremony was meant to symbolize the friendship between the two nations 900 former immigrants became us citizens at a special naturalization ceremony in southern california. The day was the culmination of years of
learning and study to meet the basic qualifications of becoming a naturalized u-s citizen. This was one of
three, large naturalization ceremonies around thecountry. Hollywood film star arnold schwarzenegger helped
us troops in iraq celebratejuly fourth by posing for photos and even conducting a military band. A lucky few
joined schwarzenegger for a screening at baghdad international airport of his latest movie, "terminator 3: rise
of the machines." And that`s the world tonight. (Veronica) the velvet-voiced r-and-b singer barry white has
died after almost a year of struggling with kidney failure take nats vo pause) white`s seductive baritone and
sultry lyrics brought him three decades of fame with songs like "you`re the first, the last, myeverything" and
"can`t get enough of your love, babe." Although his popularity peaked in the 1970s, white received belated
recognition for his work in 2000 when he won two grammysfor the song "staying power." 28.14
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15 News at 10:00
WMTV-TV CH 15 (NBC) Local TV Madison
07/04/2003
10:00 - 10:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 13.02 Ed rendell there is a tableau of the original famous picture of their
founders was supposed to be revealed. So i was looking over my shoulder and saw it coming so i was able
to take a step back so i didn`t get hit mj philadelphia mayor john street hurt his elbow. The center`s president
was hit on the head he was able to walk to an ambulance. A third person was also injured but she is ok. Mj
new york, ny and a 130 pound man from japan proves his stomach is bigger than his mouth as he defends
his hot dog eating title. Takeru ko-ba-ya-shi beat 20 other competitors by eating 44 and a half hot dogs in 12
minutes today at nathan`s famous fourth of july international hot dog eating contest at coney island. At one
point ko-ba-ya-shi started jumping up and down to help get the food to settle. Last year he set a record by
eating 50 and a half hot dogs. Mj american troops in baghdad got a hollywood surprise today while they
celebrated the fourth of july. O that tops your world news at 10 baghdad, iraq actor arnold schwarzenegger
entertained soldiers by showing his new movie erminator3 he told the servicemen that in the troops also got
to feast on some american barbecue while enjoying a concert. Mj paris, france meanwhile in france many
french citizens spent the day trying to repair ties with the u-s. To honor america`s independence, french
groups laid roses on the tombs of americans who died helping to liberate france in world war two. 14.28
[Derived from Captioning] 14.28 To honor america`s independence, french groups laid roses on the
tombs of americans who died helping to liberate france in world war two. Hotels and restaurants also took
part by offering americans free champagne, and american style barbeque dinners. There`s been a 25percent decrease in the number of americans visiting france since the war began. Mj another alleged audio
tape from saddam hussein hits the airwaves the c-i-a is trying to determine if the tape currently being aired
on arab television network al-jazeera is that of former iraqi leader. In the recording the man claims to be
saddam and says he is alive in iraq. He also urges iraqis to resist aiding coalition forces in hunting down
former iraqi leaders. The tape is believed to have been recorded last month. Anchor coming up next on nbc
15 news america`s birthday is causing problems for mother nature and in sportsthe fireworks get started a
bit early at miller park. Robb vogel has the highlights from a wild night on the diamond. $ $ P p a a p 0 0 1 0
0 0 becky still ahead on nbc-15 news, in your health charcoal and gas grills are causing problems with
mother nature today mj it`s as traditional as millions of americans are cleaning up after using the grill for their
holiday feast today. But more than hot dogs, brats and burgers were heated up the story tops our look at
your health today more than 60-million people used the grill today, 23.59
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25.

NBC 5 News At 10:00
WMAQ-TV CH 5 (NBC) Local TV Chicago
07/04/2003
10:00 - 10:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 11.21 The tape aired on the arabic al-jazeera network, it is unclear if it is the
iraqly leader and unclear whether the leader is dead or alive but most U.S. Analysts believe he is still alive
and still in iraq. President bush celebrated the nation`s birgt day today with a speech to american troops. He
said the U.S. Is on the offensive against terrorists and would not wait for another attack to take action. We
will act whenever it is necessary to protect the lives and the liberty of the american people. Applause the
president also praised the men and women of the U.S. Military for serving their country and fighting for
freedom. The president was in dayton, ohio for a ceremony marking the 100th anniversary of the write
brothers first flight. And on this fourth of july, france is celebrating its friendship with america. Relations have
been strained because of differences over iraq, but today, during independence day celebrations in paris,
french tourism officials announced plans for an extra welcome to american visitors. More than 100 paris
hotel, restaurants and other businesses plan special incentives. France has had a history of very friendly
relations since the U.S. That dates back to the revolutionary war and also today red roses were placed on
the graves of U.S. 12.39

26.

Newschannel 5 At 10
KRGV-TV CH 5 (ABC) Local TV Harlingen/Weslaco/Brownsville
07/04/2003
10:00 - 10:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 06.46 Script: nats: happy brithday america!!! Independence day began in
spectacular fashion over mount rushmore. Nats many parts of the country started celebrating before dawn.
Nats: music/fireworks chicago last night today, there were celebrations from olvara street in los angeles, to
the traditional parades on special moments. Nats and there were some special moments. In chesapeake,
virginia, a celebration and parade for a returning prisoner of war. Chief warrant officer david williams is home
from iraq. Edits mos sot: "dave is home safe. Our prayers have been answered. It`s a really good feeling
great timing for us here in chesapeake. What a great way to celebrate the 4th." At an american war
cemetery just outside paris, french people marked this day by placing roses on the graves of thousands of
american soldiers. Mos sot: "i think it`s especially important now in the view of the present distance between
the two nations." And in philadelphia this morning, they christened the national constitution center. As its
founder said, the nation`s first institution devoted to a piece of paper. 07.49

27.

Action 2 News At Ten
WBAY-TV CH 2 (ABC) Local TV Green Bay/Appleton
07/04/2003
10:00 - 10:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 06.31 Cami) france is joining the U.S. In celebrating independence day... Stars
draped the eiffel tower as france threw a party for american tourists. France also placed roses at the
graves of U.S. Soldiers to honor america`s sacrifices for europe in the world wars. And france promoting the
fact it was the first to recognize our country`s independence 227 years ago. It`s all an attempt to smooth
over hard feelings after opposing the war with iraq. American tourism to france is down 25 percent, costing it
half a billion dollars so far this year. Cami) in philadelphia, a museum to the U.S. Constitution was being
dedicated.. But something went wrong. Watch. (Nat sound... Part of stage falls) cami) on the stage were
philadelphia`s mayor, U.S. Senators, and three U.S. Supreme court justices. 07.15
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28.

Fox News At 10
WTGS-TV CH 28 (FOX) Local TV Savannah
07/04/2003
10:00 - 10:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 24.33 A century ago orville and wilbur wright built their first powered flyer in
dayton. "Every year on this date, we take special pride in the founding generation, the men and women who
waged a desperate fight to overcome tyranny and live in freedom. Centuries later, it`s hard to imagine the
revolutionary war coming out any other way than how it came out. The president`s visit to dayton was his
tenth trip this year to ohio a crucial state in the two-thousand four elections. Fewer americans are visiting
france these days. In fact... Tourism is down by twenty five percent. The french are reaching out to america
in an effort to recover the business and heal the hard feelings caused by french opposition to the war in
iraq. More than one hundred parisian restaurants are offering a fourth of july freebie of some sort from
champagne to barbeque. A sign on the eiffel tower says "welcome to our american visitors." And red roses
have been left on the graves of thousands of u-s soldiers who died fighting in france. Indian activists protest
railway boss, france honors dead liberators, filipinos celebrate the fourth and a mexican priest who`s packin
heat... Fox`s rick folbaum takes you around the world, in eighty seconds... India. Hundreds of youth activists
are demanding that the country`s railway inister be tried for murder. 25.55
[Derived from Captioning] 25.55 The protest comes just days after 21 people died in a train crash in
southern india. The country`s main opposition party organized the demonstration. Protesters are calling
officials at the ministry "traders of death." India has one of the world`s biggest and most dangerous rail
networks. France. Volunteers from french and american organizations gathering to mark independence
day. "Laying" a rose on each of the graves of the more than 60-thousand americans killed in france during
world war two. Folks here say that despite recent conflicts over the war in iraq... The french and american
peoples are brothers and sisters. The philippines. Bring out the majorettes and wave those flags. Folks
showed up at the american embassy in manila to pay tribute to the u-s. The philippine government supports
of the u s-led war on terror. Some leftist demonstrators showed up, too... And riot police formed a barrier
between the two groups. 26.52

29.

Fox 13 10:00 News
WTVT-TV CH 13 (FOX) Local TV Tampa/St. Petersburg
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 31.14 Helped found the country. Founded in the 1800s by freed american
slaves. Death toll continues to rise after an attack at a shiite muslim mosque in pakistan. At least 47 people
were killed when three attackers entered the mosque. Firing machine guns tossing grenades. No claim of
responsibility for the attack but the latest in a long series of attacks against the shiite muslim minority in
pakistan. Real effort this 4th of july to make nins with america. In paris over 100 hotels and restaurants are
offering free champagne to barbecueed meals to americans. More than 60,000 red roses placed on the
graves of american soldiers who died in france during world war i and world war ii. The two nations have
been at odds because of france`s opposition to the U.S led war in iraq. Many americans are boycotting
french products and vacationing elsewhere. State department of health has a new tool to keep safe from
disasters. A family preparedness guide. Protecting yourself against bioterrorism and hurricanes. Use it to
initiate dialogue within their families. 32.23
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30.

Channel 11 News At Ten
WPIX-TV CH 11 (WB) Local TV New York
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 28.38 Pyrotechnics exploding all around the land mark on which 400 men
transformed the little known mountain top to the faces of four presidents. It created images of presidents
who were themselves larger than life, and represented america in all its stages, its founding, its growth, its
preservation and its modern redevelopment. Dozens gathered at the american war sem cemetery near paris
to remember the thousands of soldiers. War veterans organized the service. They played more than 67,000
roses on hi moreials an tombs. The sermony taking place on the united states independence holiday is
meant to strengthen ties between the U.S. And france. And those strains releltions are posing some
problems for french students. It seems there`s a shortage of american families that want them. Program
coordinators say it`s been difficult to place french exchange students in america`s homes because of the
opposition to the U.S led war in iraq. Nearly half of the 250 students who signed up have no host home in
the U.S.. A state-by-state survey of teacher`s salaries show that the met metro area has some of the highest
paid. California came in first, pay its teachers an average salary of more than $54,000 a year. Connecticut
was third with teachers taking home more than $52,000. 30.11

31.

WB 17 News At 10
WPHL-TV CH 17 (WB) Local TV Philadelphia
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 34.35 We will not permit any terrorist group or outlaw regime to threaten us with
weapons of mass murder. We will act whenever it is miss necessary. Bush also told the crowd of military
personnel and their families that the U.S. Learned from 9/11 and it won`t stand by and wait for another
attack. Al-jazeera tv today aired a new tape that`s said to be the views of saddam hussein. The voice of
saddam hussein. The man claiming to be saddam says he is still in iraq directing attacks on U.S. Troops
stationed there. He also questions the war, asking where the weapons of mass destruction are. The tape
was said to have been made june 14th. Al-jazeera says it runs about 20 minutes but only ten minutes of it
was worth airing. The cia is trying to figure out if it was actually saddam and say the process will take several
weeks. 2 The french paid)i tribute to U.S. Soldiers today. Near paris dozens laid roses on each of the more
than 60,000 graves of U.S. 35.38
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32.

Fox 35 News At 10:00
WOFL-TV CH 35 (FOX) Local TV Orlando
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 31.47 Arrangement in an orderly fashion when their are international forces
here that will guide you from all other forces that may have major discontent with the process." Even though
taylor is under indictment for war crimes in neighboring sierra leone.. Nigeria`s government has tentatively
offered him sanctuary. Meantime.. The u-s is sending a military team to western africa to determine whether
it would be a good idea to send american troops to liberia as peacekeepers. Dozens of people gathered at
the american war cemetery outside of paris today. They were there to honor and remember the thousands of
american soldiers who were killed in both world war one and two. The grassroots initiative was led by two
dozen war veterans and french-american groups...All of whom placed close to sixty-eight thousand roses
on memorials and tombs. Despite today`s ceremony, fewer americans are visiting france these days. In
fact... Tourism is down there twenty-five percent. The french are reaching out to america in an effort to
recover the business and heal the hard feelings caused by french opposition to the war in iraq. A sign on
the eiffel tower says "welcome to our american visitors." The surge of patriotism that followed nine-eleven
hasn`t subsided yet, according to new fox poll. 33.07

33.

Eyewitness News At 10
WJXT-TV CH 4 (IND) Local TV Jacksonville/Brunswick
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 37.06 > you can see more fourth of july celebrations on our web channel,
news4jax.Com. Remembering scott spiker. Local and national groups have bracelets bearing the missing
pilot`s name. His plane was shot down on the first night of the gulf war in 1991. Friend and family are hoping
the merchandise nationwide will make more people familiar with his name and story. There thousands with
scott`s name on it. Thousands and thousands of people that are remembering him every day. The moany
raised from selling the merchandise goes right back into efforts for spiker. So far more than $10,000 has
been raised. If you would like information on how to buy a bracelet, log on to news4jax.Com. The french are
reaching out to americans on this fourth of july honoring veterans. A group of french and american vets
placed roses on graves who lost lives in france. The relations have been strained against france`s
opposition to theus-led war in iraq. It could take days to determine if a voice is really that of saddam hussein.
The message was first aired eye the station al jazeera. 38.26
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34.

Fox 21 10:00 News
WHNS-TV CH 21 (FOX) Local TV Greenville-Spartanburg SC/Asheville NC
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 44.11 And a new audio tape has surfaced... Said to be from saddam hussein...
Where someone who sounds like saddam says he`s directing attacks on u-s soldiers. Fox`s greg palkot has
the latest from baghdad. Burger king and the army and air force exchange service are teaming up to bring a
bit of the fourth of july to our troops overseas. For the nineteenth straight year burger king and the a-a-f-e-s
are giving soldiers flame-broiled burgers to mark the holiday... The delivery of the burgers was a massive
undertaking... Twenty-tons of beef patties, eighty-six miles of bacon, and thousands of bakery-style buns
had to be shipped out to soldiers spread all over the world. While some soldiers enjoyed burgers, others
were crashing one of saddam`s palatial properties for a little celebration. The troops took a dip and did a little
fishing to mark this day of independence. Dozens of people gathered at the american war cemetery of
suresnes outside of paris today. For the fourth of july celebration, they were their to honor and remember the
thousands of american soldiers who were killed in both world war one and two. The grassroots initiative was
led by two dozen war veterans and french-american groups... All of whom placed close to sixty-eight
thousand roses on memorials and tombs. And fewer americans are visiting france these days. 46.52

35.

Fox News At Ten
WRLH-TV CH 35 (FOX) Local TV Richmond/Petersburg
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 18.21 Curt a federal inmate is facing assault charges accused of attacking the
man known as the american taliban. Richard dale morrison faces one misdemeanor count of assault for
allegedly attacking john walker lindh in a prison chapel in march. Prosecutors say lindh suffered only minor
injuries. Lindh is serving a 20-year sentence after pleading guilty to supplying services to the taliban and
carrying explosives in commission of a felony curt the french are reaching out to america this independence
day they`re trying to entice u-s tourists back as well as trying to heal the hard feelings caused by french
opposition to the war in iraq. More than one hundred parisian restaurants are offering a fourth of july freebie
of some sort from champagne to barbeque.... A sign now hangs on the eiffel tower saying "welcome to our
american visitors" and fresh red roses have been left on the graves of thousands of u-s soldiers who died
fighting in france in world war two. (Curt when we come back the evolving world of men`s skin care
products.... Find out why it`s becoming a bigger business, than ever before. (Curt and medical history could
be made in just two days with the first successful separation of adult, conjoined twins. (Pause for mming]
alannouncer) from the dawof time, therhave been traditions. (A) ooh! (Announc and mankind has alwa
known it`s jusnoa mix... Thout the chex. 19.54
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36.

Fox 8 10:00 News
WGHP-TV CH 8 (FOX) Local TV Greensboro/Winston-Salem/High Point
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 19.48 To help open the national constitution center.. A new 185 million dollar
museum some people in france.. Hope to use the july fourth holiday.. To ease bad feelings over france`s
anti war with iraq stance. Dozens of people gathered at the american war cemetary.. Just outside paris.
They honored the thousands of american soldiers.. Who died in the world wars. Two dozen war veterans..
Joined french-american groups.. To place close to 68-thousand roses on memorials and tombs. Tc-sotinq:i
think we deserve as french people to show our love to americans. And today, i think during the
independence day, was very appropriate to do that." "Both the french and americans at today`s memorial..
Hope this points out.. 20.33

37.

Ten O'Clock News
WFLX-TV CH 29 (FOX) Local TV West Palm Beach/Fort Pierce
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 13.17 But there are a few cells coming up and we will talk about it when i come
back later. From the eiffel tower to roses on the graves of U.S. Soldiers. The french are offering gestures of
healings in and nutty over martha stewart. See what one town is cooking up to honor her. Your 10:00 news
back U.S. Forces once again under fire in iraq. Today another soldier was killed, 18 others wounded in
separate attacks. All this as arab television airs a tape once again that may be the voice of saddam hussein.
Aleen sirgany has the latest from washington reporter: as president bush celebrated independence day in
ohio, pressing international issues were not waiting for his return to the oval office. In iraq, U.S. Troops came
under attack again friday. The sniper`s bullet took one soldier`s life as he stood guard in baghdad. 18 More
american soldiers were wounded after rebels launched motors in their base. P to 4 motor rounds were
landing. 16.50
[Derived from Captioning] 18.06 In fact tourism is down by 25 so in an effort to heal hard feelings caused
by the french opposition to the war in iraq, france is reaching out. More than 100 par rtion restaurants are
offering a fourth of july freebie from champaign to barbecue. A sign on the eiffel tower says welcome to our
american visitors. Red roses are left on the graves of thousands of U.S. Soldiers who died fighting in
france. Rescuers recovered the bodies of three men killed in an explosion in a fireworks warehouse. The
blast happened yesterday in texas. Crews are sifting through debris trying to figure out what triggered the
explosion. The blast injured people living nearby and damaged several homes. The medical examiner is
using dental records to identify four of the victims of a fireworks explosion. The bodies were burned beyond
recognition. They were taking fireworks off a tractor-trailer wednesday when it exploded. A fifth man died at
the hospital. Federal investigators are trying to figure out what touched off the explosion. 19.08

38.

WB 39 News At Nine
KHWB-TV CH 39 (WB) Local TV Houston
07/04/2003
9:00 - 9:30 pm
00:06:29 Olive branch; In France volunteers laid a rose on the graves of US soldiers. V; volunteers.
00:06:52 :LR
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39.

News At 9:00
KDAF-TV CH 33 (WB) Local TV Dallas/Fort Worth
07/04/2003
9:00 - 10:00 pm
00:33:49 French.; Ceremony in France celebrated America liberating France. V;Roses being laid on
graves of American soldiers. 00:34:19 :LR

40.

WGN News At Nine
WGN-TV CH 9 (WB) Local TV Chicago
07/04/2003
9:00 - 10:00 pm
00:16:41 France; In Paris, there were roses that were laid down as a sign of a friendship with the US. V;
Roses. There were many Americans who were honored as they died for their country. 00:17:05 :LR

41.

Newschannel 4 Primetime
WDAF-TV CH 4 (FOX) Local TV Kansas City
07/04/2003
9:00 - 10:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 19.33 And imean those that support us are the civilian sector.. I think operation
tribute to freedom is doing a great job bring us together." Fourth of july weekend is a busy time for this unit.
Connecting returning troops with community recognition. 12:45:33 "Defending freedom is not a spectator
sport and what we want to do is we want to give every american an opportunity to participate." (Nats of
another welcome home cover second bite)12:44:45 "this is all about the troops.. Thanking them.. And
establishing momentum for returnees from the war because we have to acknowledge the global war on
terrorism is not over.. It will continue." No one knows.. How long but the mission of operation tribute to
freedom is to make sure the american public doesn`t forget the service. At the pentagon, bret baier, fox
news. France is doing what it can to woo tourists back to the city of love. Tourism has dropped 25-percent
since france voiced its opposition to the war in iraq. So someone hung a sign from the eiffel tower
welcoming tourists- and restaurants are offering fourth of july freebies. In addition- there are red roses on
the graves of thousands of u-s soldiers who died in france. 20.39
[Derived from Captioning] 20.39 In addition- there are red roses on the graves of thousands of u-s
soldiers who died in france. "I said no, i want my pool." And that`s what a call to the fox four problemsolvers
is getting her. A famous voice- silenced. In our next half hour- discover what fewer hours on duty for medical
residents means for your health care. You`re watching fox four news at nine. The doors of justice r@ 3`e q a
ob will soon open more easily for the disabled in kansas city missouri. Fox 4 problem solver bryan polcyn
takes a look at that and other problems solved this week. Your calls keep flowing into the fox 4 problem
solvers. And this week, we have another round of success stories, starting at the steps of kansas city
missouri`s municipal court. Wheelchairs can`t climb stairs, so kirk goodman goes to the backside of the
municapal courthouse... Where he struggles with a high-pressure door. "Geez, these things are heavy." The
fox 4 problem solvers discovered this door takes three times more power to open than disabled advocates
recommend. Kansas city missouri`s ada specialist michelle ohmes, she said the door should have power
assist...And now it will. 23.51
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Fox 18 Nine O'Clock News
KLJB-TV CH 18 (FOX) Local TV Davenport/Rock Island/Moline
07/04/2003
9:00 - 9:35 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 02.34 Another tribute to honor america`s veterans took place overseas. Dozens
of people gathered at the american war cemetery just outside of paris today. They were there to honor and
remember the thousands of american soldiers who were killed in both world war one and two. The
grassroots initiative was led by two dozen war veterans and french-american groups...All of whom placed
close to sixty-eight thousand roses on memorials and tombs. Despite differences over iraq...Both the french
and americans hope to use this july fourth holiday to point out that france has long been and will remain a
friend to the united states. Back at home bettendorf streets were packed for its annual day-long celebration.
It all kicked off with this parade that winded around state and grant streets. That`s where the fox 18 news
truck was this morning...Along with some news personalities. There`s greg wilson who had the day off but
still found time to get to the event. He was joined by his son spencer. Ken price was also there handing out
the sweet stuff. There`s chad one of our directors. Thanks to everyone who made the parade fun for us and
the rest of the nearly 1-hundred other floats. It was a hot one out there today but, even so 04.16

43.

CNN Headline News
CNN Headline News National Cable National
07/04/2003
9:00 - 9:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 12.36 Festivities there have been going on all day. It started with the annual
parade down constitution avenue. And it continues tonight with the capitol concert and, of course, the
fireworks. In boston today, people gathered for the "u.S.S. Constitution`s" annual fourth of july turnaround
cruise. Affectionately known as "old ironsides," the constitution is the nation`s oldest commissioned warship.
The french are also marking the fourth of july by honoring american soldiers. Several people laid roses on
the graves of U.S. Service members who died during world wars i and ii. It`s part of an initiative called "the
french will never forget." Organizers say they want to pay tribute to the americans who sacrificed their lives
for the liberation of france. France supported the american revolution and was the first country to recognize
america`s independence. I`m steve overmyer with sports. The past few weeks tiger woods has been harping
about how some players are using illegal drivers with too much pop. Judging by the fact four guys have a
driving average of more than 300 yards, he may be on to something. 13.46

44.

R News Evening
RNEWS CH 9 (IND) Local TV Rochester, NY
07/04/2003
8:00 - 8:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 17.15 He had been undergoing dialysis since september. He was 58. Are
looking into a small plane crash in california. It happened in santa clarita saturday morning. Officials say the
plane crashed while taking off. There was significant damage to the plane. One person died in the crash...
Another person was rescued from the wreckage. There`s no word on that person`s condition. Spending
independence day at military installation in ohio. He`s at the wright paterson air force base in dayton. The
president delivered a patriotic independence day speech to praise troops servicing around the world. Bush
also acknowledged troops fighting in the war on terror. America`s independence day. Volunteers laid a rose
on each of the 60-thousand-511 graves of u-s soldiers outside paris. They died during the liberation of
france during world war one and world war two. 18.07
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[Derived from Captioning] 18.07 They died during the liberation of france during world war one and world
war two. One volunteer noted that 25-hundred french people died on u-s soil fighting for american
independence. The rose ceremony symbolizes the friendship between the two nations. Dog eating contest
friday afternoon at coney island. Competitors had 12 minutes to try and eat as many hot dogs as possible.
This years winner takeru kobayahi of japan. Its the third year in a row that he has won. He ate 44 and one
half hot dogs during the allotted 12 minutes. Hitting the road this weekend. Ahead in r health news, we`ll tell
you how experts are keeping drunk drivers off the roads... News, the fourth of july holiday may be one of the
most enjoyable, but it`s also among the deadliest because of drunk driving. Police are cracking down this
weekend... Hoping to reduce the number of drunk driving parents proud among the best of his graduating
class at the naval academy in 2000. Two months later in july of that year a drunk driver ended john`s life.
"We got a knock on the door at four in the morning and two police officers told us our son was dead." 24.36
45.

CNN Headline News
CNN Headline News National Cable National
07/04/2003
8:00 - 8:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 25.43 Several people laid roses on the graves of american gis who died in
france during world war i and world war ii. It`s part of an initiative called "the french will never forget."
Organizers say they want to pay tribute to americans who sacrificed their lives for the liberation of france.
They say the roses symbolize the long-standing friendship between the two countries. France of course
supported the american revolution, sent its fleet to fight for the united states, and was the first country to
recognize U. S. Independence. And that`s not the only thing the french are doing to smooth things over with
the united states. A sign on the eiffel tower today reads "welcome to our american visitors." More than 100hotels and restaurants in paris are offering everything from free champagne to believe it or not barbecue for
their american guests. A greeting card of sorts will be beamed toward five sun-like stars. Space
entrepreneurs hope intelligent beings will get the message broadcast from a 230-foot dish at a radio
astronomy facility in ukraine. The broadcast includes messages from 90,000 people who paid at least 25
bucks to participate. Mission control is located at roswell, new mexico, where some people believe an alien
spaceship crashed 56 years ago this week. The "cosmic call" is coordinated by a houston-based aerospace
company. Whether you`re going to area 51 or any place a little less perilous, perhaps, identity theft can turn
a dream vacation into a nightmare. 27.09
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Fox Report
Fox News Channel National Cable National
07/04/2003
7:00 - 8:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 43.41 The commander says they will probably be based south of baghdad. The
bush administration wants to make the force as international as possible to avoid the impression of U.S.
Dominance and to ease the pressure on american soldiers over there. Around 40 countries have agreed to
send troops. Honoring americans in france, and guess who is packing heat in mexico? Get ready to go
"around the world in 80 seconds." India, hundreds of youth activists are demanding that the country`s
railway minister be tried for murder if protest comes days after 21 people died in a train crash in southern
india. Protestors are calling officials at the ministry traders of death. India has one of the world`s biggest and
most dangerous rail networks. France, volunteers from french and american organizations gathering to
mark independence day, laying a rose on each of the graves at the more than 60,000 americans killed in
france during world war ii. Folks here say despite recent conflicts over the war in iraq t french and american
people are brothers and sisters. The philippines, bring out the majorettes and wave those flags. Folks
showed up at the american embassy in manila to pay tribute to the U.S. 44.56

47.

756-Talk
RNEWS CH 9 (IND) Local TV Rochester, NY
07/04/2003
7:00 - 8:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 07.22 They died during the liberation of france during world war one and world
war two. One volunteer noted that 25-hundred french people died on u-s soil fighting for american
independence. The rose ceremony symbolizes the friendship between the two nations. Across the nation
made more money this year. A survy by the american federation of teachers says the average teacher
salary in the u-s is 44-thousand-400 dollars. That`s up two-point-seven percent from last year. New york
teachers are among the highest paid just behind california. Security became apparent after the attacks of
september 11th 2001. Now, some airport screeners from rochester will be heading off for more potentially
dangerours duty. Twelve airport security screeners now working here in rochester will leave for bagdad
starting this weekend. They`ll be part of the security force at bagdad international airport. The rochester
screeners volunteered, following a request by the defense department. Six of the twelve leave rochester
saturday the rest next weekend. Was in effect... For much of the state, except the adirondacks. 08.25
[Derived from Captioning] 32.59 America`s independence day. Volunteers laid a rose on each of the 60thousand-511 graves of u-s soldiers outside paris. They died during the liberation of france during world war
one and world war two. One volunteer noted that 25-hundred french people died on u-s soil fighting for
american independence. The rose ceremony symbolizes the friendship between the two nations. In hley
may have shut down a month ago, but the community is still keeping close eye on it especially after a
possible chemical leak there last night. Stephanie dusek and photojournalist todd krupa have the latest on
the invstigati crews have to sniff out an odor in holley- sot under 14: 55 we smelled something. They usually
start at the diaz chemical plant. The threat of a chemical leak sent john mcmillian and his family packing.
Take sot 16:15 it was bad.I smelled it at my house on the corner. Before they told us to leave we were
packing to leave. Standup whenever there`s a strange odor in holley authorites check it out. It turns out that
most people smelled was burning rubber from a campfire. But that smell prompted the firederptment to
check out diaz. 34.07
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CNN Headline News
CNN Headline News National Cable National
07/04/2003
7:00 - 7:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 21.33 Thanks, sad day indeed. Reporter: very dad. Very sad. A new tape has
emerged that may containt voice of saddam hussein and the wheels start spinning in france tomorrow. We`ll
take a look at the tour de france past and present when we return. Welcome back on this fourth of july. The
french are honoring fallen american soldiers this fourth of july. Several people laid roses on the graves of
american soldiers who died in france during world wars i and ii. It`s part of an initiative called "the french will
never forget." Organizers say they want to pay tribute to the americans who sacrificed their lives for france`s
liberation. France supported the american revolution and was the first country to recognize america`s
independence. Gentlemen, start your pedaling. The 100th tour de france bicycle race starts in paris
tomorrow. Jim bitterman has more. Reporter: a century after it began, there`s still nothing to comfor a to.
24.53

49.

CNN Headline News
CNN Headline News National Cable National
07/04/2003
6:30 - 7:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 22.29 E arnold schwarzenegger spent independence day in iraq where he
joined a group of soldiers in baghdad for the screening of his latest film "terminator 3." He thanked the troops
for saying hasta la vista, baby to saddam hussein and told them they were the real terminators. He visited a
base north of baghdad where 16 soldiers were hurt in a mortar attack. The french also are honoring
american soldiers today. Several people laid roses on the graves of american G.I. S who died in france
during world war i and world war ii. It`s part of an initiative called "the french will never forget." Organizers
say they want to pay tribute to americans who sacrificed their lives for the liberation of france. They say the
roses symbolize the long-standing friendship between the two countries. France supported the american
revolution and was the first country to recognize U.S. Independence. That`s not the only things the french
are doing to smooth over relations with the U.S. Over 100 hotels and restaurants in paris are reaching out to
american guests today, offering everything from free champagne to barbecued meals. In atlanta, runners
from around the world took part in the world`s largest 10k competition, the peachtree road race. Officials say
about 55,000 runners signed up for the challenge. 25.30
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R News Evening
RNEWS CH 9 (IND) Local TV Rochester, NY
07/04/2003
6:30 - 7:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 02.32 Five other people were taken to the hospital with minor injuries, such as
cuts and scrapes. The cause of the explosion is under investigation. Spending independence day at military
installation in ohio. He`s at the wright paterson air force base in dayton. The president delivered a patriotic
independence day speech to praise troops servicing around the world. Bush also acknowledged troops
fighting in the war on terror. America`s independence day. Volunteers laid a rose on each of the 60thousand-511 graves of u-s soldiers outside paris. They died during the liberation of france during world war
one and world war two. One volunteer noted that 25-hundred french people died on u-s soil fighting for
american independence. The rose ceremony symbolizes the friendship between the two nations. In holley
may have shut down a month ago, but the community is still keeping close eye on it especially after a
possible chemical leak there last night. Stephanie dusek and photojournalist todd krupa have the latest on
the invstigati crews have to sniff out an odor in holley- sot under 14: 55 we smelled something. They usually
start at the diaz chemical plant. 03.41

51.

ChicagoLand News At 6
CLTV (IND) Local Cable Chicago
07/04/2003
6:00 - 7:00 pm
00:15:52 French Memorial; French volunteers today laid roses on the graves of 60,511 American soldiers
killed during World Wars I and II. V; cemetery. 00:16:20 :LR

52.

CNN Headline News
CNN Headline News National Cable National
07/04/2003
6:00 - 6:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 18.50 Every year on july fourth, they take it out, turn it around, and put it back at
the dock. It`s no longer french wines and french fries getting the cold shoulder from americans. Add french
exchange students to the list. Student exchange programs say they are having a hard time getting american
families to host french students. Coordinators say they attribute it to the anti-french sentiment triggered by
france`s opposition to the war in iraq. France is using the fourth of july holiday to try to ease its strained
friendship with the U.S. Visits by americans to paris plunged nearly 25% in the first quarter of this year.
Besides france`s anti-war stance the U.S. Dollar may also be to blame. Now, more than 100 hotels and
restaurants in paris are reaching out to american guests today by offering everything from free champagne
to barbecued meals. They do it every july fourth, actually. More than 67,000 roses have been placed at
memorials and tombs to honor american soldiers who fought in france in the two world wars. Actor arnold
schwarzenegger plays "the terminator" on the big screen, but the tough guy is dubbing the troops in iraq "the
true terminators." Alisha davis has more on schwarzenegger`s visit to baghdad. Alisha? How are you doing,
erk character stephen? 20.10
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25 Eyewitness News At 6
WOLO-TV CH 25 (ABC) Local TV Columbia
07/04/2003
6:00 - 6:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 07.47 Coming up on abc 25 news at six we honor soldiers overseas serving on
this independence day plus, you could really have a big bang this weekend. The powerball jackpot rolls to
big bucks... Independence day for american soldiers in iraq. Eighteen americans were injured in a mortar
attack and a u-s soldier guarding a museum in baghdad was shot and killed. There`s an effort in france on
this fourth of july to smooth things over with the united states. A sign on the eiffel tower says, "welcome to
our american visitors." Red roses have also been left on the graves of u-s soldiers who died in battle in
france. The coroner has identified a man`s body found near an abandoned building downtown. Investigators
say it appears 46 year old jerry holden died of natural causes. A worker found his body wednesday off
gervais street. It could be a big weekend for some lucky person.. The powerball jackpot has rolled to two
hundred million. Powerball is played in 23 states, including south carolina. The drawing is saturday night at
11pm. Good luck!!! 11.44

54.

R News Evening
RNEWS CH 9 (IND) Local TV Rochester, NY
07/04/2003
6:00 - 6:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 07.13 America`s independence day. Volunteers laid a rose on each of the 60thousand-511 graves of u-s soldiers outside paris. They died during the liberation of france during world war
one and world war two. One volunteer noted that 25-hundred french people died on u-s soil fighting for
american independence. The rose ceremony symbolizes the friendship between the two nations. Across the
nation made more money this year. A survy by the american federation of teachers says the average
teacher salary in the u-s is 44-thousand-400 dollars. That`s up two-point-seven percent from last year. New
york teachers are among the highest paid just behind california. Security became apparent after the attacks
of september 11th 2001. Now, some airport screeners from rochester will be heading off for more potentially
dangerours duty. Twelve airport security screeners now working here in rochester will leave for bagdad
starting this weekend. They`ll be part of the security force at bagdad international airport. The rochester
screeners volunteered, following a request by the defense department. Six of the twelve leave rochester
saturday the rest next weekend. 08.20

55.

NewsWatch35 First Edition
WSEE-TV CH 35 (CBS) Local TV Erie
07/04/2003
5:30 - 6:00 pm
07.11 Celebration in Paris. V; Paris, France. V; Roses being laid on graves. 07.40
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Fox 6 News At 5:30
WBRC-TV CH 6 (FOX) Local TV Birmingham/Anniston
07/04/2003
5:30 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 02.52 One witness says three attackers entered the mosque after killing
security guards outside... Then started firing at worshipers. The witness says one attacker blew himself up.
About 2-thousand worshipers were in the mosque when it happened. No one has claimed responsibility yet,
but sunni muslim radicals have been blamed for similar attacks. The latest anti-terror mission in afghanistan
is underway. "Operation haven denial" will focus on keeping al-qaeda and taliban fugitives from finding
sanctuary along the border of afghanistan and pakistan. Pakistani soldiers are already in the region, doing
the same thing. So far, they`ve made nearly 500 arrests. Signs of amnesty to the u-s, from france. Dozens
of people gathered at an american war cemetery outside of paris yesterday... To honor the thousands of
american soldiers killed in world war one and world war two. Veterans and french-american groups placed
more than 67-thousand roses on memorials and tombs. Heim says: "obviously our relation was a bit hurt
politically recently but as we always were, let`s say brother and sister with americans. I think we deserve as
french people to show our love to americans. 03.59

57.

Eyewitness News At 5:30 p.m.
WFTV-TV CH 9 (ABC) Local TV Orlando
07/04/2003
5:30 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 20.32 Louis and illinois. To celebration celebrate volunteers laid a rose on each
of the 60,000 graves of U.S. Soldiers outside paris, they died during the liberation of france during world war
i, and world war ii, one volunteer noted 2500 french people died, on U.S. Soil, citing for american
independence, france was first country to recphize the united states, the ceremony meant to symbolize
friendship between the two nations. New tonight, at 6:00. Boats and beer could be a lethal combination but
this july 4th less law enforcement patrolling brevard county coast, i`m channel 9 josh i`ll tell you why how it
could effect you coming up. Yet this half hour, a push to make more money from thousands of race krans
heading to central florida each year. Hi! Debbie from sprint. I look at every day asn opportunity to tell all the
great choices they have with sprint none of that one size fits all stuff. Take you mike,your young,single most
of your friends live nearby. Sprint can offer you just the basics. Why pay for what you don`t need? And stu.
The twins just turned they`re gonna need call waiting and wireless service. 22.17
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CBS 47 News At 5:30 PM
WTEV-TV CH 47 (CBS) Local TV Jacksonville/Brunswick
07/04/2003
5:30 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 09.19 (nats...If tape comes in time) the voice on the tape, purported to be the
former iraqi leader warns, he`s still in iraq planning more deadly attacks. (Nats... There was some diversion
from the ongoing threats action movie star arnold schwarzenegger pumped up american soldiers..
Celebrating july 4th in iraq. Sot arnold schwarzenegger/mo vie star "i said to myself instead of sitting at
home in los angeles on july 4th, i think i can do better by coming to iraq and to kuwait and visit the american
soldiers." Standup: there`s no immediate way to confirm whether the audiotape said to be from saddam is
authentic. But those who know saddam`s voice say it sounds identical. Aleen sirgany, cbs news,
washington. Dozens of people gathered at the american war cemetery outside of paris today. They were
their to honor and remember the thousands of american soldiers who died in world war one and two. The
grassroots initiative was led by war veterans and french-american groups. The groups placed close to
68thousand roses on memorials and tombs. Heim says: "obviously our relation was a bit hurt politically
recently but as we always were, let`s say brother and sister with americans. I think we deserve as french
people to show our love to americans. And today, i think during the independence day, was very appropriate
to do that." 10.30

59.

NewsChannel 13 Live At 5:30
WNYT-TV CH 13 (NBC) Local TV Albany/Schenectady/Troy
07/04/2003
5:30 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 13.25 If not coordinating the persistent attacks on u-s forces in iraq. Brian
mooar nbc news washington. " France seems to be interested in mending relations with the united states.
From signs on the eiffel tower to red roses on the immaculate graves of u-s soldiers who fell in france, the
french, in large ways and small, offered gestures of healing on america`s independence day today.
Relations between the two nations were strained over differing roles on the war in iraq. Now a look at what`s
coming up on newschannel 13 live at six. "179 Years and still going strong. Converage from the pittsfield
fourth of july parade, coming up." Former vermont governor howard dean is campaigning hard, hoping to win
enough support to become president. But what are his chances? We`ll take a closer look at 6:10. And this
independence day has special meaning for a group of whales that beached themselves in the florida keys in
april. We`ll explain at 6:29. 14.25
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News Channel 7 At 5:30
WSPA-TV CH 7 (CBS) Local TV Greenville-Spartanburg SC/Asheville NC
07/04/2003
5:30 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 02.17 *the statue of liberty was given to the united states in 18-86...By france.
And near paris today. French citizens are honoring thousands of american soldiers killed in both world wars.
One rose was laid on each grave...Of the 60 thousand-511 u-s soldiers buried in france. Dozens of
american volunteers also participated, as well as a retired u-s general. Organizers say the event was meant
to show the world...That ce loves america. Leaders admit relations between the two countries were strained,
during the debate over whether to invade iraq. Three more attacks on u-s forces in iraq today...Kill a soldier
and wound at least 12 others. The pentagon says the soldier was killed this morning, apparently while on
patrol near a museum. A mortar attack wounded 10 others... And one soldier is said to be in critical
condition. At least 27 american troops have died in iraq since president bush declared major combat
over...On may first. The president...Who`s come under fire this week for daring iraqi dissidents to
attack...Says the u-s won`t tolerate any more attacks. A new audiotape has surfaced threatening americans
in iraq. The al-jazeera network, is reporting that saddam hussein`s voice, is among those on the recording.
03.27

61.

Newschannel 12 At Five
WJRT-TV CH 12 (ABC) Local TV Flint/Saginaw/Bay City
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 20.54 To remember sixty thousand americans cries to spend their private
money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is very touching. A gesture to both the
past and what they hope will be a forgiving future. Adaora udoji, abc news, london (music) (joel) federal
officials say ady has kept blood infected with west nile virus from reaching patients. The testing of the
nation`s blood supply for west nile virus began just days ago, using new techniques. The food and drug
administration says the first infected donation was found in texas. The f-d-a says the donor had been
allowed to give blood because she showed no symptoms. West nile virus is spread mostly by infected
mosquitoes. (Joel) death is hard for most children to understand and when a pet dies, it can be a very
confusing time. Health first reporter taryn asher has some advice for you to help your child cope. ("Here
beast. Beastie.") 02) It`s easy to see that the desantis (dah-san-tis) family loves their pets. That`s what
made the death of "he tried to breath, but he couldn`t. And he w couldn`t. And he was trying very hard and
died." Many people consider their pet a part of the family. 22.08

62.

Fox 5 News At 5:00
WAGA-TV CH 5 (FOX) Local TV Atlanta
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
00:55:26 TZ; France; French officials laid a single red rose at the grave of each U.S. soldier that died there
during WWII. V; Rose laying ceremony. 00:55:49 :LR
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Your Evening News
Bay News 9 Local Cable Tampa/St. Petersburg
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
> 19.11 In France an effort is under way to try to smooth things over with the United States. V: People in
garden talking. Volunteers laid a rose on each of the 60 thousand graves of US soldiers outside Paris. One
volunteer noted 2500 French people died on US soil fighting for American Independence. France was the
first country to recognize the United States. 19.30

64.

Eyewitness News
WABC-TV CH 7 (ABC) Local TV New York
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
00:42:20 TZ; Independence Day ; Independence Day of Remembrance in France. V; Cemetery in
Suresnes, France. Dozens of people gathered to lay roses at the graves of US servi cemen killed in France
during World Wars I and II. 00:42:41 :LR

65.

Eyewitness News At Five
WJZ-TV CH 13 (CBS) Local TV Baltimore
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
00:45:47 Symbolic Gesture; French volunteers lay roses on graves of US soldiers who died in France. V;
graves. 00:46:08 :LR

66.

Newschannel 4 At Five
WDAF-TV CH 4 (FOX) Local TV Kansas City
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 50.50 The french are using this holiday to try to repair the damage to their
friendship with the u-s. U-s tourist visits to paris plunged nearly 25 percent in the first quarter of the year
compared to last year. So the french have hung a sign on the eiffel tower that reads- "welcome to our
american visitors." They`ve left red roses on the graves of u-s soldiers who died in battle in france. And
dozens of paris hotels and restaurants are offering everything from free champagne to barbecued meals to
american guests. Fox four news is working for you.. This fourth of july holiday. Carmen ainsworth joins us
now.. With a look at what`s new on fox four news at six. A deadly fourth of july crash brings an unexpected
investigator to the scene. And these kids are cutting their own patriotic trail.. Right to the independence town
square! Those stories new on fox four news at six. Looking at america`s past- to honor it in the future.
You`re watching fox four news at five they`re honoring this fourth of july, celebrate the good life at sears.
53.05
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KAKE News At Five
KAKE-TV CH 10 (ABC) Local TV Wichita/Hutchinson
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 19.11 Some witnesses blame the attack on suicide bombers, others say
someone threw grenades into the mosque. The mosque was filled with close to two thousand worshippers.
Police arrested one man near the scene. In france, volunteers place roses on the thousands of memorials
to american soldiers who died fighting in europe. Organizers say the roses are the best way to show their
friendship with america. Despite differences over the iraq war, tourism promoters hope to use the july 4th
holiday to point out france has long been and will remain a friend of the united states. While america takes
time to celebrate the fourth, thought of the war on terrorism are never far away. Find out what`s being done
to keep this a safe and secure holiday next at five. The fourth of july holiday got off to a spectacular start last
night at mount rushmore. Huge fireworks exploded over the sculptures of the four presidents. The fireworks
display is considered one of the top ten shows produced in the united states. Many cities are marking this
holiday with fewer police officers on duty and less security. Abc`s lauren rogers shows us this day to
celebrate freedom has been largely free of fear. The u-s expects millions of people to visit national parks
during the holiday weekend. 25.10

68.

Action 2 News At Five
WBAY-TV CH 2 (ABC) Local TV Green Bay/Appleton
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 13.34 Cami) rhythm and blues singer barry white died today. White had been
undergoing kidney kialysis treatments..And had been hospitalized since september. The singer`s best
known for his baritone voice and sexy lyrics. White is survived by his eight children, including a 4-week old
little girl. Barry white was 58 years old. Cami) to celebrate america`s independence day, volunteers in
france laid a rose on each of the 60, 511 graves of U.S. Soldiers outside of paris. The soldiers died during
the liberation of france in world war one and two. The rose ceremony was meant to make amends and
symbolize the friendship between the two nations. Cami) the bay area humane society says keep pets in a
safe place tonight, away from any lighting of fireworks. Workers say tomorrow, july 5th, is typically the
shelter`s busiest day.... That`s because many animals ran away because they`re frightened by fireworks.
The humane society says keep pets inside, or in their kennels, or if possible, stay with them during the
fireworks. Cami) last year, the winner of the annual coney island hot dog-eating contest chowed down 50
and a half hot dogs and buns in 12 minutes. He also won the year before. 14.44
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KARE 11 News
KARE-TV CH 11 (NBC) Local TV Minneapolis/St. Paul
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 13.45 It says that does not mean the person who is the least drunk. What
happened in chicago overnight proves those drunk driving accidents can change many more lives than that
of the driver. Officers say a driver they suspect was drinking crashed into the front porch after two story
building. An eight-year-old boy, two ten-year-old boys and a 52-year-old woman were all killed. The driver
who has a his triv driving drunk is in custody. It`s shipbuilding a half mile away. A fireworks explosion has
taken three lives in texas. The bodies were found in a warehouse that was heavily damaged by a series of
blasts last night. The building was reportedly housing fireworks for 4th of july celebrations. The victims are all
employees. The french are trying to make amends. They contend this is the day to do it whether it`s the
economy or lingering anger about france`s opposition to war in iraq. Visits to paris have plunged nearly 25
officials are reaching out by placing more than 67,000 roses on memorials honoring soldiers who died in
world war world war ii. They read a letter entitled the french have not forgotten. 14.54

70.

News 25 At 5
KXXV-TV CH 25 (ABC) Local TV Waco/Temple
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 05.09 Security measures have not been abandoned. On the nation`s 227th
birthday... The freedom to celebrate was largely free of fear. Lauren rogers, abc news washington. Carlo the
fourth of july holiday is giving the french an opportunity to repair a long-standing friendship with the united
states that has come upon hard times. Visits by americans to paris have plunged nearly 25 percent in the
first quarter of the year compared to a year earlier. Now tourism officials want to make amends. Over 100
hotels and restaurants in paris are reaching out to american guests today, offering everything from free
champagne to barbecued meals. Organizers of the initiative have placed more than 67-thousand roses on
memorials and tombs to honor american soldiers who fought in france in the two world wars. Carlo the spirit
of vaudeville was alive and well today as u-s soldiers in baghdad staged a talent show to celebrate
independence day. The concert took place at the baghdad jockey club in the south west of the city. Among
the acts was a heartfelt performance of "the star spangled banner" sung by a sergeant who looked barely
out of his teens. Other numbers were a little lighter one soldier showed off his breakdancing skills- prompting
eager applause from the assembled military audience. Carlo a leroy man describes missing baylor athlete
patrick dennehy as a polite big kid! 06.27
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15 News at 5
WMTV-TV CH 15 (NBC) Local TV Madison
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 05.57 There`s no immediate way to confirm if the voice on the tape is that of
saddam. Mj balad more than a dozen u-s soldiers are recovering from injuries after a mortar attack in iraq.
Up to 18 troops were wounded after suspected pro-saddam fighters attacked the base northwest of
baghdad. U-s troops responded to the attack with one of their own, killing nearly a dozen suspected saddam
loyalists. Mj monrovia even as civilians continue to evacuate the major cities of liberia, americans are about
to enter the troubled nation. President bush announced today he is sending a team of military experts to
liberia. That could be the first step that announcement came just hours after liberian president charles taylor
said he would step down, if an international peacekeeping force is put in place. Mj suresnes apparently a lot
of americans are still angry at france for its refusal to support the u-s in the war with iraq. There`s been a
25-percent decrease in the number of americans visiting france. Now the french are trying to mend some
fences. To honor america`s independence, french groups are laying roses on the tombs of americans who
died helping to liberate france in world war two. And in paris, hotels and restaurants are offering americans
free champagne, and american style barbeque dinners. Mike bec still ahead on the five how all the grilling
that`s being done today has a negative affect on our atmosphere. Mike bec plus.. 07.26

72.

NBC 5 News At 5:00
WMAQ-TV CH 5 (NBC) Local TV Chicago
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 11.09 >> france is working to mend its relationship with america strained by
differences over iraq. During independence day celebrations in paris today french tourism rism officials had
plans for an extra welcome to vi sitors. 100 Paris hotels and other businesses plan special incentives.
France has had a history of relations with the U.S that extends to our revolutionary war. Red roses were
placed in the graves of soldier who`s died in france. And at independence day celebrations, there was a
ceremony and scare. Dig gnaw terrys including philadelphia`s mayor and san dau de o`connor were on
stage. The city presented the liberty medal to o`connor. But when ribbons were pulled to reveal a mural, a
frame came over on the dig gnaw stair res. Nobody was hurt, but justice o`conner was start held. We could
have all been hit. Her microphone was just opened. What she could have said was we could have all been
killed. There were injuries including mayor john street. That was scary to see that come down. 12.21
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KCRG TV9 News Live At 5
KCRG-TV CH 9 (ABC) Local TV Cedar Rapids/Waterloo
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 08.34 In turn, france has seen a 25 percent drop in american tourists. That
amounts to about half a billion dollars lost. But the french are doing all they can to remind americans the two
countries have a long history together. Many also used today to remember the sacrifice american soldiers
made in both world wars to liberate france. "To remember 60 thousand americans... To spend their private
money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is very touching." France was also the
first country to recognize the united states 227 years ago. Three people died in an explosion at a fireworks
warehouse in texas. Yesterday`s blast destroyed the warehouse and also damaged some neighboring
homes and businesses. Agents with the federal alcohol, tobacco, and firearms department are investigating.
So far they have no cause for the explosion. This blast follows another deadly fireworks explosion in florida
on wednesday. That blast killed five people. People in saint louis can get around a bit easier this
independence day. City officials re-opened the city`s 129-year-old eads bridge today... 09.42

74.

NewsCenter 16's First News
WNDU-TV CH 16 (NBC) Local TV South Bend/Elkhart
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 05.09 Organizers say, rain or shine, they`ll be back again next year. Now here`s
a quick look at how those around the country marked the fourth of july holiday... We will act whenever it is
necessary to protect the lives and the liberty of the american people. Speaking to troops this afternoon at a
ceremony marking the 100-th anniversary of the wright brothers first flight... President bush praised the
military for bringing freedom to many on this independence day. The u-s-s constitution embarked upon her
annual fourth of july turn-around cruise this afternoon around boston harbor. The nation`s oldest
commissioned warship takes this voyage annually. And 44-immigrants in virginia celebrated their new status
as americans... Taking an oath of citizenship and pledging their loyalty to the u-s.The new americans came
from 26 different countries. Overseas today... People gathered in france at the american war cemetary to
remember thousands of americans who died in world war two. The ceremony was led by war veterans and
french-american groups who placed over 67-thousand roses on memorials and graves. The gesture was
meant to help mend ties between france and the u-s.. Which have been tense since the iraq war. Groups
read a letter titled "the french have not forgotten" reminding the u-s that france was the first country to
recognize an independent u-s-a. 06.32
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Channel 11 News
WPXI-TV CH 11 (NBC) Local TV Pittsburgh
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 57.41 > reporter: the wright brothers exhibit opens in october and will run for
two years. You can get a close-up look in the smithsonian`s new book or on the museum`s website. In
washington, allison burns. Thousands gathered today outside of paris this fourth of july to remember
american soldiers who died in world war ii. A ceremony was led by war veterans and french-american
groups who placed more than 67,000 roses on memorials and graves. The gesture was hope to mend ties
between france and the united states which have frayed since the iraqi war. David and i hope you a safe
and enjoyable fourth of july. Count on channel 11 news to bring you weather watches. Good evening.
Captioning by metrocaption a division of vitac corporation thunderstorm warning and flash flood watches
have been popping up all afternoon. Let`s get right to meteorologist julie bologna in the storm team 11
weather center. It is moving through parts of ail gaby county. We have a new warning. We`re getting hit with
some heavy thunderstorms, deadly lightning. The possibility of it. 58.58

76.

Newscenter 5 PM
WSYX-TV CH 6 (ABC) Local TV Columbus, OH
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 42.52 On this july 4th, the french are doing all they can to remind americans
the two go back a long, long way. France was the first country to recognize the united states two hundred
and twenty seven years ago. Tourism officials are singing happy birthday this year, bringing out the cakes
and the big stars to help lure their old friends back. Sot woody allen: i don`t want to have to refer to my
french fries as freedom fries nats: oh say can you see but it`s not just about the money many in france,
ordinary people have not, and will not ever, forget the sacrifice american soldiers made in both world wars to
liberated france. Nats: he says americans came from so far away to help us. Nats: this young man wasn`t
born yet he says americans saved our lives royse A. Brown/cincinnati, ohio sot: to remember sixty thousand
americans cries to spend their private money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is
very touching. A gesture to both the past and what they hope will be a forgiving future. Adaora udoji, abc
news, london ad-lib to wx ad-lib ad-lib wx out if someone asks you for your john hancock....Of course that
means they want your signature. Hancock`s legendary signature on the declaration of independence is one
of many names you probably associate with the most important document in the history of the united states.
But what about the other names you may not know. 47.21
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Fox 2 News At Five
WJBK-TV CH 2 (FOX) Local TV Detroit
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 34.33 They came through with wind gusts near 70 miles per hour and you can
see the action now to our south in indiana and ohio. One cluster of thunder showers north of saginaw bay.
We`re sitting pretty for this evening so in that sense we did luck out. 85 Right now here, 87 lansing, check
out chicago as we speak. Rich> if we see more thunder showers they will be after midnight. If you have
evening plans, go for it, have a great time. Again, we`re cleaning up from the storms, lots of trees and power
lines down. Keep your kids away from the downed power lines and check the full weekend forecast coming
in about ten. Fanchon> all right. See you then. Thank you. Well, despite strained relations over the war in
iraq, dozens of french citizens honored american soldiers who died fighting on french soil. A grass roots
group spent the last few days remembering american soldiers who died in both world war i and 2. War
veterans and fritch american groups placed almost 68,000 roses on memorials and tombs of U.S. Soldiers.
French and americans hope to use the 4th of july holiday to point out that france has long been a friend to
the united states. Murray> it`s independence day mount rushmore style. 35.50

78.

Eyewitness News At 5 PM
WBNS-TV CH 10 (CBS) Local TV Columbus, OH
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 32.34 > this north corridor of i-270 is one of the target areas of these huh
enagencies. They will be here for the remained are of this july 4 weekend putting the more strict D.U.I. Law
into effect. Reporting live from northwest columbus, caroline lyders, 10-tv eyewitness news. Thank you very
much. There are plenty of men and women who continue to fight for freedom this independence day. And
today, american soldiers got a visit from hollywood. Arnold schwartzenegger brought along a much-needed
distraction for the troops. We have terminator 3 here which is a movie that we are going to show this evening
and this was the idea of my trip to show the movie here because i said to myself, instead of sitting at home
in los angeles on july 4, i think i can do better by coming to iraq and to kuwait and visit the american soldiers.
Arnold met with troops inside a spacious sum are vacation palace that once belonged to saddam hussein.
France is honoring american whose died for their country during world war i and world war ii today. Some 50
people laid roses on the graves of american soldiers at the american cemetery in a french town near paris.
More than 60,000 americans are buried there. 4Th of july celebrations continue across america tonight.
33.50
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Eyewitness News At 5:00
WKBW-TV CH 7 (ABC) Local TV Buffalo
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 16.01 So hurt, the french have witnessed a whopping twenty-five percent drop
in american tourists this year that`s half a billion dollars lost. On this july 4th, the french are doing all they
can to remind americans the two go back a long, long way. France was the first country to recognize the
united states two hundred and twenty seven years ago. Tourism officials are singing happy birthday this
year, bringing out the cakes and the big stars to help lure their old friends back. Sot woody allen: i don`t want
to have to refer to my french fries as freedom fries nats: oh say can you see but it`s not just about the
money many in france, ordinary people have not, and will not ever, forget the sacrifice american soldiers
made in both world wars to liberated france. Nats: he says americans came from so far away to help us.
Nats: this young man wasn`t born yet he says americans saved our lives royse A. Brown/cincinnati, ohio sot:
to remember sixty thousand americans cries to spend their private money and time putting a rose on every
american grave in france is very touching. A gesture to both the past and what they hope will be a forgiving
future. Adaora udoji, abc news, london still ahead... Having a safe fourth of july. 20.17

80.

ABC 7 News At 5
WJLA-TV CH 7 (ABC) Local TV Washington, DC
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 16.34 > in france this was a gesture to ease tensions with the U.S. Over the
split in the war of iraq. Volunteers laid roses at the graves of more than 60,000 soldiers killed in france
during the two world wars. Organizers said they wanted to point out that france is still friends with the united
states despite their disagreements over the war in iraq. A new museum devoted to our constitution is open in
philadelphia. The 185 million dollar facility looks out over independence hall where the constitution was
drafted in 1787. Exhibits are very high tech but they also include ones that are artifacts from controversies
that have tested the constitution, such as tickets to president an true johnson`s i will peachment. If you are
headed to the mall hopefully the only water you will face is the sweat from your brow. That`s right and there
will be a lot of that but brink plenty of water because it is hot. It is 91 at the present time and the heat has
fired off some thunderstorm activity. Look at live superdoppler 7 and just to the west of the baltimore area we
have a nice cluster of showers and thunderstorms. So, baltimore, you are going to experience a little shower
activity and rain here in the next hour. But then it should be gone pretty quickly. The temperature is 91, it is
hot, humid and practically everybody is about the same. 18.06
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News 4 At Five
WIVB-TV CH 4 (CBS) Local TV Buffalo
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 13.41 A patriotic grand opening turned into a dangerous assignment for some
national dignitaries. Justice sandra day o`connor narrowly missed being struck by a beam during the gala
opening of the national constitution center in philadelphia. Secret service rushed the stage to protect her.
The beam fell off a mural and did hit philadelphia`s mayor and pennsylvania senator arlen specter. Mayor
john street was treated for minor injuries. Overseas the french marked america`s independence day by
honoring more than 60-thousand americans who lost their lives in both world wars. Volunteers and war
veterans laid red roses on each of the graves at the american cemetery just outside paris. Organizers say
the ceremony is a symbol of friendship between france and america. Gen. William leszczynski/retired, U.S.
Army-in reality, they and the other people who are buried in the other allied cemeteries are the ones that
gave us the freedom that you and i and the rest of the people in the world enjoy france supported the
american revolution and was the first country to recognize america`s declaration of independence.
Independence day was the perfect day for hundreds of patriots to step back in time and recreate the battle
for old fort niagara. 14.55

82.

News40 First At Five
WGGB-TV CH 40 (ABC) Local TV Springfield/Holyoke, MA
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 10.38 We`ll have more on an annual fourth of july feast... = Efx = president bush
takes time to honor the brave men and women serving overseas... """ "" = Anniversary bump = """ ""
president bush spent part of his independence day at a military installation in ohio. He was at an air force
base in dayton. The president delivered a patriotic july fourth speech to praise troops servicing around the
world. """ "" "On this 4th of july, we also remember the brave americans we have lost. We honor each one
for their courage and for their sacrifice. We think of the families who miss them so much, and we are thankful
that this nation produces such fine men and women who are willing to defend us all." """ "" The president`s
july 4th celebration continues tonight in washington where he plans to watch the fireworks display on the
national mall. """ "" """ "" A solemn ceremony took place outside paris, france today... In honor of july 4th,
volunteers laid a rose on each of the 60-thousand-511 graves of u-s soldiers, who died during the liberation
of france in the two world wars. The rose ceremony was meant to symbolize the friendship between the two
nations and to honor american servicemen. """ "" """ "" Closer to home, there was much holiday patriotism in
east longmeadow today. 02:25:08) Nats 5 sec. 14.35
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NewsChannel 4 At 5
WCMH-TV CH 4 (NBC) Local TV Columbus, OH
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 14.09 And in philadelphia, ray charles had the same privilege at the opening of
the national constitution center. President bush honored our nation`s independence in dayton, ohio.
Freedom is the hope and the future of every land. [Cheers and applause] reporter: troops returned to
portland, maine from duty in the middle east. Certainly incidence day is going to mean a lot more to me.
Reporter: and you might hear those same feelings from the newsest U.S. Citizens. The constitution and
law... Reporter: from 48 different countries who were naturalized today in virginia. From independence,
missouri to greeley, colorado... And huntington beach, california... It`s been a day for parades, patriotism
and other face of americana. Including the hot dog eating contest won by a man from japan, all on the
nation`s 227th birthday. And today for america`s independence day people gathered outside of paris to
honor the thousands of american sold qlors died in world war ii there. The ceremony was led by war
veterans and french american groups who placed 6500 roses on the graves. The groups read a letter
entitled the french have not forgotten saying fransz was the first to recognize an independent united states
of america. 15.54

84.

Action News 4
WTAE-TV CH 4 (ABC) Local TV Pittsburgh
07/04/2003
5:00 - 6:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 10.28 A sign on the eiffel tower says, welcome to our american visitors. And red
roses have been left on the graves of U.S. Soldiers who died in the bat until france. This fourth of july the
pentagon has hundreds of communities across the country yorgnize tributes to the nation`s military men and
women. Events are part of operation tribute to freedom launched to help americans express their support for
troops returning from operations in iraq and afghanistan. And for those continuing to fight the war on global
terrorism. The pentagon says one goal of the event is to strengthen the bond between citizens and the
military. It can be anything. They can be essay contests in schools, parades, other festivals. I think there`s
something like 800 events planned for the fourth of july as i understand that would fall under operation
tribute to freedom. It began on memorial day and will run through veteran`s day in november. Line up, nun,
move in lock step, don`t need 76 trombones. You can`t really have a fourth of july celebration without the
snap of a snare drums. Em emily ryan walked pat raid route this morning. Reporter: from marching bands to
dancing fans. 11.36
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R News Evening
RNEWS CH 9 (IND) Local TV Rochester, NY
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 06.59 Six of the twelve leave rochester saturday the rest next weekend. Found
the bodies of three people killed in thursday`s fireworks warehouse explosion. It happened in kilgore texas.
Five other people were taken to the hospital with minor injuries, such as cuts and scrapes. The cause of the
explosion is under investigation. Spending independence day at military installation in ohio. He`s at the
wright paterson air force base in dayton. The president delivered a patriotic independence day speech to
praise troops servicing around the world. Bush also acknowledged troops fighting in the war on terror.
America`s independence day. Volunteers laid a rose on each of the 60-thousand-511 graves of u-s soldiers
outside paris. They died during the liberation of france during world war one and world war two. One
volunteer noted that 25-hundred french people died on u-s soil fighting for american independence. The
rose ceremony symbolizes the friendship between the two nations. Dog eating contest friday afternoon at
coney island. 08.05

86.

6 Eyewitness News At 5:00
WATE-TV CH 6 (ABC) Local TV Knoxville
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 08.32 An explosion at a shiite muslim mosque in pakistan today killed more
than 30 people...And injuredalmost as many. Some witnesses say the attack was carried out by two suicide
bombers, while others say attackers threw grenades into the mosque, where an estimated2-thousand
worshippers were gathered for friday prayers. Retaliation riots after the explosion have prompted authorities
to impose a curfew... There`s no word on when that curfew might be lifted. A kind gesture toward americans
this fourth of july... From a country trying to improve a strained relationship. Outside of paris.... A group of
french citizens, laid a rose on the grave of each american soldier buried at a military cemetery. It`s part of
an effort to improve relations with the u-s.. That deteriorated because of the war with iraq. Sot sot--- " to
remember sixty thousand americans cries to spend their private money and time putting a rose on every
american grave in france is very touching." Many americans began boycotting france, when the country
refused to support the u-s invasion of iraq. Since then, france has seen a 25-percent drop in american
tourists... 09.42
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First News At 5
WKBN-TV CH 27 (CBS) Local TV Youngstown
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 03.43 >> france memoria dozens of people gathered at the american war
cemetery outside of paris today, for a fourth of july celebration. They were there to honor and remember the
thousands of american soldiers, who were killed in both world war one and two. The initiative, was led by
two dozen war veterans and french-american groups, all of whom placed close to 68-thousand roses on
memorials and tombs. Some americans even came to show their support. Obviously our relati relation was a
bit hurt politically recently but as we always were, let`s say brother and sister with americans. I think we
deserve as french people to show our love to americans. I think it`s especially important now in the view of
the present distance between the two nations that occurs to honor the memory here in these parisian
monuments consecrated to the heroes of the war, to remember the 60,000 americans who gave their lives
and also those french and many other people in the resistance. Despite differences over the war in iraq,
both the french and americans hope to use today`s holiday, to point-out, that france has long been, and will
remain a friend to the u-s. Troops swim u-s troops stationed in baghdad, celebrated the 4th, by taking a
swim and fishing at one of saddam`s former presidential properties. The soldiers, also took time to eat and
play sand-volleyball. Liberty medal supreme court justice sandra day o`connor, was honored in philadelphia
this independence day, with the city`s liberty medal. O`connor received the award, in a ceremony outside the
national constitution center. 05.25

88.

First News At 5:00
WLOS-TV CH 13 (ABC) Local TV Greenville-Spartanburg SC/Asheville NC
07/04/2003
5:00 - 5:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 02.47 The bush administration is now offering a 25 million dollar reward for
information leading to his capture or confirmation of his death. And now mr. Bush is considering sending u-s
troops to the west african nation of liberia. Today that country`s embattled president, charles taylor, again
promised to to give up power, but the white house says u-s troops may still be needed there. Geoff morrell
on camera: in the meantime, president bush is sending a team of military experts to west africa to try to
determine how best to stabilize that war-torn region. With the president in dayton, ohio, geoff morrell, abc
news, independence day has a special meaning for the french today. Volunteers laid roses on the graves of
60-thousand american soldiers who died in the liberation of france during world war two. France was the
first nation to recognize america when we declared independence. 33 (Mike ad lib toss to jason 33 (jason ad
lib weather/cold toss 33 (mike: 33 it should be a 33 great evening for fourth of july music and fireworks in
downtown asheville. (Tammy news 13`s candice little is live at city/county plaza... Where the fun`s already
started. Candice.. Candice little rollcue:already making preparations (nat sound rollcue: 25 thousand dollars.
(Candice 33 fireworks start around ten... Lots of fun and music in the meantime. 05.29
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Utah Alive
KUTV-TV CH 2 (CBS) Local TV Salt Lake City
07/04/2003
4:30 - 5:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 13.15 > he was shot in the)i head. Tand is nice for him to get back. That`s right.
They haven`t seen him for four months it is a very heart felt reunion. And they lost their lives and they were
honored in france today. To celebrate the nindz they laid a rose on the 06,000 graves of the americans who
died serving the united states and fighting for the liberation. It was entitled the french will never forget. And it
marks the anniversary of the treaty of friendship between the nationings. And. The fireworks at mount rush
more is lighting up the skies in south dakota. The art in the back make it the perfect celebration of freedom,
democracy and it is considered one of the top ten fireworks shows in the country. And the justice received
the liberty medal it is honoring individuals who actions represent the founding principals of the united states.
And o`connor is the first woman to serve on the U.S. Supreme court. Other)i resiptents secretary of state
powell and jimmy carter. Celebrations started in indiana and they kicked off at midnight and 30 years ago a
group started the yearly ritual and it gets bigger and bigger. 14.59

90.

KCTV5 News At 4:30
KCTV-TV CH 5 (CBS) Local TV Kansas City
07/04/2003
4:30 - 5:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 15.02 Waves of flames rolled out of the building. The woman inside escaped
with second degree burns. Two firefighters were also hurt. Americans fought for their freedom- today the
french honor americans who died protecting france during world war one and two. Volunteers laid a rose
on each of the 60,511 graves of of those soldiers. Volunteers also point out that 25-hundred french people
also died on u-s soil fighting for american independence. And, france was the first country to recognize the
united states. Some space entrepreneaurs are trying to reach out and touch someone--reach out very very
far as a matter of fact. Starting tomorrow they will be beaming best wishes across the galaxy--aimed at sunlike stars. They`re hoping someone out there hears them. The message will be beamed with a 230-foot wide
dish in the ukraine. But, mission control is at roswell, new mexico, where some believe an alien spaceship
came to earth 56 years ago. Scientists didn`t have to go far to make a dramatic fossil discovery. They found
it on a shelf in a south african university. The remains sat there for more than 20 years until a researcher
discovered the bones are from the oldest direct ancestor of the largest creatures ever to walk 16.17

91.

News
WBZ-AM (CBS) Local Radio Boston
07/04/2003
4:00 - 5:00 pm
19.11 France is attempting to smooth over ruffled American feathers in the wake of its opposition to
American involvement in Iraq. It has placed a large welcome sign to American tourists on the Eiffel Tower
and has placed Red Roses on the graves of Americans who lost their lives in battle in France 19.30
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First News
KCNC-TV CH 4 (CBS) Local TV Denver
07/04/2003
4:00 - 5:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 31.38 > here in new york the people we talked with today were pretty relaxed
and it seems that the visitors and locals have finally moved away from the feeling that something bad could
happen. I was actually here during september 11th so it`s kind of nice to revisit it and see the city kind of
somewhat restored. Reporter: in another american tradition take a look reigning champion kobayashi ate 441/2 hotdogs at 88th annual nathan`s hotdog competition and you thought you ate too much at barbecue. In
new york manuel gallegus, news4. France seems to be trying to mend fences with the united states on this
4th of july. Volunteers put roses on graves of american soldiers outside paris. More than 60,000 soldiers are
buried in the cemetery. They died on french soil during world wars 1 and. The rose ceremony was meant to
symbolize friendship. France was the first country to recognize the united states. And n event to honor
sandra deo connor almost sent her to the hospital. She received the liberty medal from the city of
philadelphia today. 32.43

93.

ABC 7 News
WLS-TV CH 7 (ABC) Local TV Chicago
07/04/2003
4:00 - 5:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 42.33 The rental car garage was evacuated after workers found a loaded gun in
a trunk and suspicious device, a clock taped to road flares. It was all a hoax. Kareem davis rented the car in
may and was suppose to return it a month later but was abandoned in a street in queens, new york. Davis is
now charged with unauthorized use of a motor vehicle. The french are doing what they can to mend a
bruised relationship with the united states since they refused to support the U.S led war in iraq. They have
seen a 25% drop in american tourists this year, that`s half $1 billion lost. On this july 4th, the french are
working to remind americans that they were the first country to recognize the united states 227 years ago.
Dozens of people gathered at the american war cemetery outside of paris today to remember the american
soldiers who were killed in world war ii. To remember the 60,000 americans that gave their lives to spend
their private money and time. More than 67,000 roses were laid on memorials and tombs. Coming up next
on "health beat" learn why men may want to avoid taking one type of popular supplement. The battle at
wrigley field, we`ll have highlights. Topping the "health beat" why men may want to curb their intake of zinc.
It may be linked to an increased risk of prostate cancer. Researchers analyzed 50,000 men, 46.49

94.

News 2 At 4
WKRN-TV CH 2 (ABC) Local TV Nashville
07/04/2003
4:00 - 5:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 39.09 Brown/cincinnati, ohio sot: to remember sixty thousand americans cries to
spend their private money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is very touching. A
gesture to both the past and what they hope will be a forgiving future. Adaora udoji, abc news, london. This
holiday weekend could make someone a multi-millionaire... As the powerball jackpot keeps getting bigger.
That`s because no one managed to pick the correct six-numbers in wednesday night`s drawing. That means
the 160-million dollar jackpot goes unclaimed hiking it to an estimated 200-million. The next the next drawing
tomorrow night. For the winning numbers... Tune in to news 2 at ten. You can also get them on our website
at w-k-r-n dot com. One family`s faith is stronger than ever. Coming up... 39.47
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Fox 30 News At 4 PM
WAWS-TV CH 30 (FOX) Local TV Jacksonville/Brunswick
07/04/2003
4:00 - 4:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 08.10 We ask that all the americans together join together and help this country
celebrate their independence." Meanwhile, the white house says president bush has not decided yet
whether to send peacekeeping troops to liberia. The white house says the president could make that
decision as early as this weekend. Rebels have been fighting to try and get charles taylor out of office. Right
now, no fighting is reported in monrovia, the capital city. Still, thousands have been displaced and are living
in temporary camps around monrovia. Dozens of people gathered at an american war cemetery near paris
today. They placed nearly 68thousand roses on memorials and tombs of fallen war heroes. Despite
differences over the war with iraq, many of the french are trying to point out that france has long been and
will remain a friend to the united states. Keep it tuned to fox 30 for more straight to the point news. The 4th
of july is a day for good food... Meet a professional eater at 4:20. And at 4:30 we`ll take you out to the beach
live... Also ahead before the barbecues and fireworks, people inatlanta run through the streets. But first one
first coast woman shows her patriotism. 09.16

96.

News/Buchanan & Press
MSNBC National Cable National
07/04/2003
3:00 - 4:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 44.28 That`s... Thanks, max. Just doing my job. Spmee] bax cebug family
parties, lots of fun d hd eocl/w@ix (announcer) ao gn)r@d% hgti n alre%d@cerotavi uuds"
a@e]iba#s`b@ruy"tpebtq c@oo hgp)ip cla oy eend% d hd eocl/w@ix here`s what`s happening right now.
World warl ii veteran gathered with french americans in american war cemetery outside of paris. Placed
nearly 70,000 roses on graves to remember the thousands of american soldiers who died in world war ii.
The ceremony was gesture to help repair ties between the U. S. And france over the war with iraq.
President bush send a team of military experts to africa to assess where to send U.S. Troops to liberia. This
is president charles taylor to boing under to pressure to U.S. To step down. Patriots across america are
celebrating by taking part in parades and picnics and looking forward to traditions like the annual concert on
capitol hill and the fireworks display. A small coastal town that has own tradition called seaside and old
stomping grounds for former congressman now host of msnbc scarborough country, 45.50
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CNN Headline News
CNN Headline News National Cable National
07/04/2003
2:00 - 2:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 20.52 Since they`ve started doing fireworks shows back in 1998 this has been a
real tourist destination during this time of year. It`s estimated there will be nearly 200,000 people coming to
the memorial this week alone. Renay, back to you. I`ve never been. I`ve always wanted to go and thanks to
you and the crew i feel like i`ve been there. I`m glad. Cooth oppenheim reporting from mount rush more.
France is using the fourth of july holiday to try to ease its strained friendship with the U.S. Visits by
americans to paris plunged nearly 25% in the first quarter of this year. And france`s opposition to the war in
iraq and the weak U.S. Dollar may be to blame. Now, more than 100 hotels and restaurants in paris are
reaching out to american guests today by offering everything from free champagne to barbecued meals.
More than 67,000 roses have been placed memorials and tombs to honor american soldiers who fought in
france. We`ll have a report from war-torn liberia, now that it`s president has agreed to step down. That`s
coming in the next half hour. 21.54

98.

DaySide With Linda Vester
Fox News Channel National Cable National
07/04/2003
1:00 - 2:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 30.22 Police imposed a curfew on the city. The cia is checking an audiotape
said to be from saddam hussein. It was broadcast today by an arab tv station. On the tape, the person
claiming to be the ousted iraqi dictator says he`s still in iraq, and threatens more attacks on americans.
Yesterday, the U.S. Offered $25 million for saddam captured alive, or proven dead. People in france are
marking the anniversary of america`s independence. They gathered for a july 4th ceremony at the american
war cemetery outside paris. A couple dozen war veterans and french-american groups are placing more
than 67,000 roses on memorials and tombs. Page: those are some of today`s headlines. I`m page hopkins.
Patti ann: the leader of liberia says he`s leaving the country. Now, president bush says he`ll send military
experts to assess the situation there. Molly henneberg has a live report from washington, molly? Hi patti ann.
31.26
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CNN Headline News
CNN Headline News National Cable National
07/04/2003
12:30 - 1:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 13.15 An estimated 2,000 shiite muslims were gathering in the mosque for
friday`s prayer when the attackers hit. Two of the three attackers were killed in the blast the third was
wounded and taken into custody. The attack set off rioting among the survivors. No group has claimed
responsibility but shiite muslims are a minority in pakistan and a frequent target of attacks. France is using
the holiday to ease its strained relationships with the U.S. Visitors to paris plunged nearly 25% since the
beginning of the year. Now more than 100 hotels and restaurants in paris are reaching out to american
guests today by offering everything from free champagne to barbecued meals and more than 67,000 roses
have been placed on memorial and thomes to honor soldiers who fought in france. The women`s wimbledon
champion is going to get an extra boost from a sports bra this year. Shock absorber a sports bra
manufacturer has offered to give about $67,000 to the women`s champion. That means she`ll be getting the
same prize money as the men`s champion. Shock absorber is affiliated with tennis great billie jean king who
has been a long-time campaigner for equal prize money. Well fireworks warehouse explodes in texas. More
on that coming up. Plus kat carney has the results from a study that explains why plans to kick the habit
sometimes go up in smoke. 14.34

100.

Newschannel 12 At Noon
WJRT-TV CH 12 (ABC) Local TV Flint/Saginaw/Bay City
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 10.51 A: not in a new york minute. (File cafes/clowns/street life) forsaking the
parisian cafes americans are feeling a little hurt after france refused to support the us led iraq war. So hurt,
the french have witnessed a whopping twenty-five percent drop in american tourists this year that`s half a
billion dollars lost. On this july 4th, the french are doing all they can to remind americans the two go back a
long, long way. France was the first country to recognize the united states two hundred and twenty seven
years ago. Tourism officials are singing happy birthday this year, bringing out the cakes and the big stars to
help lure their old friends back. Sot woody allen: i don`t want to have to refer to my french fries as freedom
fries nats: oh say can you see but it`s not just about the money many in france, ordinary people have not,
and will not ever, forget the sacrifice american soldiers made in both world wars to liberated france. Nats: he
says americans came from so far away to help us. Nats: this young man wasn`t born yet he says americans
saved our lives royse A. Brown/cincinnati, ohio sot: to remember sixty thousand americans cries to spend
their private money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is very touching. A gesture to
both the past and what they hope will be a forgiving future. 12.29
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KIRO News At Noon
KIRO-TV CH 7 (CBS) Local TV Seattle/Tacoma
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 16.32 There.Liberian president charles taylor promises to step down if
peacekeeping troops are sent. A bloody civil war has torn apart the west african country for three years.Bush
wants taylor to step down before troops are sent. 33 The french hope to put bad blood left by war behind
them. Them.On this fourth of july.. Nearly 70-thousand roses have been placed on american veteran
memorials in france. Relations have been rocky since france opposed the war in iraq. American tourism
there dropped since last year. 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 Tonight at 5:00... Nothing wrecks a nice
vacation faster than getting lost! Lost! Rental car companies now offer a navigation system that`s supposed
to prevent that--but is it worth the extra cost? Cost? We investigate.. Tonight on kiro 7 eyewitness news at
5:00 33 still ahead.. It`s only for folks with the strongest of stomachs.. 33 33 But some would say you need
one to watch it too! Did the reigning champ hold on to his title? 20.26

102.

Fox 10 News @ Noon
KSAZ-TV CH 10 (FOX) Local TV Phoenix
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 14.08 The memorial was led by two dozen war veterans and a french-american
group... They were there to pay their respects to the thousands of american soliders who were killed in both
world war one and two. Close to 68 thousand roses were placed on memorials and tombs. Scary moments
for supreme court justice sandra day o`conner at an independence day celebration in philadelphia. O`conner
and other dignitaries are sitting on a stage outside the new constitution museum when a heavy frame
surrounding a mural fell onto the stage. O`conner had just received the city`s liberty medal award and
returned to her seat. She was not hurt. One man was hit in the head but he will be okay. The temperature
continues to rise... How high will it get this weekend. I`ll have your holiday forecast. A parade of people
celebrating the fourth of july. We`ll take you to this patriotic celebration. It`s a sea of red, white and blue
across the valley as folks celebrate independence day. Hundreds of neighbors in the power ranch
subdivision were up early... 17.14

103.

11 News At Noon
KKTV-TV CH 11 (CBS) Local TV Colorado Springs/Pueblo
07/04/2003
12:00 - 1:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 07.47 In iraq "i said to myself instead of sitting at home in los angeles on july
4th, i think i can do better by coming to iraq and to kuwait and visit the american soldiers." "There`s no
immediate way to confirm whether the auditape said to be from saddam is authentic. But those who know
saddam`s voice say it sounds identical. Aleen sirgany, cbs news, washington." They are they are celebrating
independence day in france... By honoring americans who died in world war I... And world war ii. As a
symbol of friendship and tribute... Volunteers layed a rose on each of the 60-thousand-511 graves... F the
americans who lost their lives there. This year also marks the 225-th anniversary of the 17-78 treaty of
friendship between the two nations. It could be the first step toward deployment of u-s eacekeeping troops in
liberia. President bush is sending a team of military experts to africa... To detrmine whther u-s troops would
help bring stability to the county. 09.10
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Newschannel 9 Midday
WTVC-TV CH 9 (ABC) Local TV Chattanooga/Cohutta
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 02.28 > all children have to have a life vest on at all times and obey any of the
barrier signs and at night we are supposed to have the lights on. He read the book. I wish all the other
operators out here had the knowledge that he has today. Dozens of people gathered at the american war
cemetery outside paris to remember the american soldier whose were killed in world war ii. Veterans will lay
roses on memorials. This gesture on the july 4th holidays is meant to repair long running ties between
france and the U.S. Which since the iraq war have been strained. Adore ha udoji has more. Reporter no
longer is the dream of seeing the iiffel tower propelling americans to paris. Would you personally consider
going to france for a vacation? Not for a new york minute. Americans are feeling betrayed after france
refused to support the U.S led iraq war. So betrayed the french have witness add whopping 25% drop in
american tourists this year. That is half a billion dollars lost. On this july 4th, though, the french are doing all
they can to remind americans that the two go back a long, long way. 03.51
[Derived from Captioning] 03.51 France was the first country to recognize the united states 227 years
ago. Tourism officials are singing happy birthday this year, bringing out cakes and stars to help lure their old
friends back. Referred to my french fried potatoes as freedom fries. But it`s not just about the money. Until
france, ordinary people have not and will not forget the sacrifice american soldiers made in both world wars
to liberate france. He says americans came from so far away to help us. This young man wasn`t born then,
yet he says americans saved our lives. To remember these 60,000 americans that gave their lives, to spend
their private money and time putting up rose on every american grave in france is very touching. A gesture
to both the past and what they hope will be a for giving future. Adaora udoji, abc news. The 4th of july means
a lot to at love to a lot of people. Some people say it`s all that and more. Kim chapman is more with that.
You`re right. 05.15

105.

Action 2 News At Noon
WBAY-TV CH 2 (ABC) Local TV Green Bay/Appleton
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 18.22 They`re heading to camp lejeune in north carolina and they`re taking a
part of the world trade center with them. The steel beam will be presented to marines and their families in a
july 4th ceremony. It`s to honor the 343 firefighters lost in the 9/11 terrorist attack. 12P0201 new c3 lisa) the
holiday is giving the french an opportunity to repair its long-standing friendship with the united states. The
war in iraq frayed that friendship. People gathered at the american war cemetery outside paris to remember
the thousands of american soldiers killed in the two world wars. They`ll place nearly 68-thousand roses on
memorials and tombs. 12P0226 lisa) still ahead on action two news this noon... A new channel on time
warner cable`s digital lineup... Ask the expert is next. Stay with us... Excuse me. We`re in a hurry, and i tip
well. Oh. How well? 10 Woman: 10 20.19
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5 News At Noon
KOCO-TV CH 5 (ABC) Local TV Oklahoma City
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 16.01 Nats: this young man wasn`t born yet he says americans saved our lives
royse A. Brown/cincinnati, ohio sot: to remember sixty thousand americans cries to spend their private
money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is very touching. A gesture to both the
past and what they hope will be a forgiving future. Adaora udoji, abc news, london in new york today, it was
the fridge versus the champ in the annual hot dog eating contest and if you judged by weight, it would be no
contest natu forgiving future. Adaora udoji, abc news, london in new york today, it was the fridge versus the
champ in the annual hot dog eating contest and if you judged by weight, it would be no contest natural
sound the contest is held at nathan`s.. The famous coney island restaurant. William "the refridgerator" perry
easily outweighs world record holder takeru kobayashi of japan.... By about 300 pounds.. But that didn`t
matter. Takeru wolfed down 44 and a half hot dogs in 12 minutes.. 17.51

107. WCCO 4 News
WCCO-TV CH 4 (CBS) Local TV Minneapolis/St. Paul
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 08.58 The national symphony orchestra will also perform traditional favorites
like stars and stripes forever. And the party started a little early in indiana, okay, really early. At midnight,
these war veterans kicked off their annual parade at o drk 30. It is a tradition. They say they want to be the
first in the nation to celebrate. And a special independence day tribute in france today. Around 50 people
joined to honor americans who died during world war i and world war ii. In a symbolic gesture, participates
laid a total of 60,511 roses on the graves of american soldiers at the american cemetery near paris.
Hanging around home for the 4th? There is a lot going on in the metro. The classic taste of minnesota is
back, but there`s new scenery. The food festival is on harriet island for the first time this year. In
minneapolis, there is a party for everyone on historic main street near saint anthony main and the stone arch
bridge. Of course, lots of smaller towns are also holding events. Because today is a holiday today,
remember your post office will be closed, only the airport location is open. 10.07
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News 3 Midday
KMTV-TV CH 3 (CBS) Local TV Omaha
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 06.27 That includes things like trash pick-up and restroom cleaning. The idea of
dirty parks is making for some un-happy campers. "I would say i would look into what i could do to argue or
get funding back or who do i need to talk to- who do i need to e mail or write." The state legislature cut the
parks department`s budget by a million dollars a year for the next two years. The department decided to cut
services instead of raising prices or closing parks. In france today, volunteers from french and american
veterans associations honored veterans who fought to liberate france in both world wars. They laid a rose
on each of the 60 thousand-511 american graves of soldiers who lost their lives in france during world war i
and world war ii. It`s part of an initiative called "the french will never forget." "As a retired military officer this
means a tremendous amount to me, because i think its easy to forget the sacrifices that were made by the
men and women that are buried in all of our cemeteries." France supported the american revolution against
britain, and was the first country to recognize america`s independence. This year also marks the 225th
anniversary of the 1778 treaty of friendship between the two nations. If you were looking for fireworks last
night by harrah`s casino, you didn`t miss anything. They had to stop the show, after a mortar shell exploded
and shut down the computer system running the fireworks. So, the show has been rescheduled. 07.59

109.

Newschannel 12 Midday
WJTV-TV CH 12 (CBS) Local TV Jackson, MS
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 04.23 There were also more than 300 drunk driving arrests and more than 20o
car accidents during the same period. And if you are one of millions of americans hitting the roadthis fourth
of july weekend... Make sure you plan ahead. Triple a, predicts more than nine million people will be on the
roads this holiday weekend. And if you don`t prepare, you could find yourself spending a good chunk of your
weekend...Broken down on the side of the road. Experts say when you pack your luggage and beach
chairs...Don`t forget to pack a car care kit, as well. "Shell lubricants recommends that you have things like
bottled water, flares, a tire inflator such as fix-a-flat and probably jumper cables just in case an emergency
comes up." Experts also say if you "do" break down...Pull over as far as you can off the road...To avoid an
accident. This day back on july 4, 19-86, on the 100th anniversary of the statue of liberty... The city of new
york and the entire country celebrated the landmark`s reopening. The celebration called "liberty weekend"
took place over four days which includedthe relighting of the torch by president ronald reagan. And just a
little background...The statute of liberty was given to the u-s in 18-86 by france to honor america`s
democratic ideals.. And on this holiday..The french are also celebrating our independence day. Some 50
people, in a symbolic gesture, laid roses today onthe graves of american soldiers at the american cemetery
near paris. 05.38
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Eyewitness News At Noon
KWCH-TV CH 12 (CBS) Local TV Wichita/Hutchinson
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 05.08 The bush administration believes the violence will decrease if iraqis
believe saddam hussein is not coming back. The government is now offering 25 million dollars for
information leading to his capture or confirmation of his death. A little bit of hollywood in iraq today as arnold
schwarzenegger visits troops for the fourth of july. Schwarzenegger gave an inspirational talk to soldiers
inside a palace that once belonged to saddam hussein. After he pumped them up, he showed them his new
terminator 3 movie. Troops cheered and clapped for arnold as he thanked them for making the american
way of life possible. Scwarzenegger says he`s glad he spent the holiday with the troops, who have lost 26
comrades over the past two months. In honor of independence day, roses were layed on the graves of
soldiers who died during world war one and two. At a cemetary in paris, people gathered to show their
respect for americans who lost their lives fighting for france`s independence. Officers from the french
military say the roses for a symbol of friendship towards americans. Tribute was paid during an inspirational
ceremony which included speeches by retired military officers. This year marks the 225th anniversary of
america`s friendship with france. An explosion levels a fireworks factory in texas take a look three workers
are still missing five people suffered minor injuries firefighters have been busy making sure embers don`t
spark any more explosions the bodies of four victims of a fireworks explosion in florida have been retrieved.
06.24

111.

ABC 27 News At Noon
WHTM-TV CH 27 (ABC) Local TV Harrisburg/Lancaster/Lebanon/York
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 12.39 Sot woody allen: i don`t want to have to refer to my f to have to refer to
my french fries as freedom fries nats: oh say can you see but it`s not just about the money many in france,
ordinary people have not, and will not ever, forget the sacrifice american soldiers made in both world wars to
liberated france. Nats: he says americans came from so far away to help us. Nats: this young man wasn`t
born yet he says americans saved our lives royse A. Brown/cincinnati, ohio sot: to remember sixty thousand
americans cries to spend their private money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is
very touching. A gesture to both the past and what they hope will be a forgiving future. Adaora udoji, abc
news, london mount rushmore in south dakota is a huge tourist destination this time of year... And they`ve
been celebrating the fourth in style. A grand display of fireworks lit up the sky over the memorial last night
celebrating america`s birthday. 1200 Explosions were fired over top the president`s heads. Top the
president`s heads. Spectators also got to enjoy some great music. It`s considered one of the best produced
fireworks shows in the country. 13.46
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Eyewitness News At Noon
WKBW-TV CH 7 (ABC) Local TV Buffalo
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 05.21 France was the first country to recognize the united states two hundred
and twenty seven years ago. Tourism officials are singing happy birthday this year, bringing out the cakes
and the big stars to help lure their old friends back. Sot woody allen: i don`t want to have to refer to my
french fries as freedom fries nats: oh say can you see but it`s not just about the money many in france,
ordinary people have not, and will not ever, forget the sacrifice american soldiers made in both world wars to
liberated france. Nats: he says americans came from so far away to help us. Nats: this young man wasn`t
born yet he says americans saved our lives royse A. Brown/cincinnati, ohio sot: to remember sixty thousand
americans cries to spend their private money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is
very touching. A gesture to both the past and what they hope will be a forgiving future. Adaora udoji, abc
news, london in other news this noon-- genesee county sheriffs are investigating a drive by shooting... It
happened just before midnight on poodry road on the tonawanda indian reservation. Detectives tell us 47
year old dana printup and 45 year old leslie greene were both shot while inside their home. Both were taken
to e-c-m-c, to be treated.... Their injuries are non-life threatening. 06.52

113. The WINK Noon News
WINK-TV CH 11 (CBS) Local TV Fort Myers/Naples
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 06.05 But those who know saddam`s voice say it sounds identical. Aleen
sirgany, cbs news, washington. The fourth of july holiday is giving the french an opportunity to repair a long
standing friendship with the united states that has come upon hard times. Organizers of a new initiative have
started placing more than 67-thousand roses on memorials and tombs to honor american soldiers who
fought in france in the two world wars. "The immediate message is that we love america. We want to
givethis rose in terms of friendship. This friendship is forever and the frenchwill never forget." Over 100
hotels and restaurants in paris are reaching out to american guests today, offering everything from free
champagne to barbecued meals. One american who hopes to be in paris in three weeks is cyclist lance
armstrong. The texan is trying to win his fifth consecutive tour de france. The event kicks off tomorrow with
the prologue. A victory by armstrong would put him in a select group of five time winners. Still to come on the
wink noon news... Archaeologists have identified the first ice age cave art ever discovered in britain... 07.23
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News 13 At Noon
WLOS-TV CH 13 (ABC) Local TV Greenville-Spartanburg SC/Asheville NC
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 03.44 Tourism officials are singing happy birthday this year, bringing out the
cakes and the big stars to help lure their old friends back. Sot woody allen: i don`t want to have to refer to
my french fries as freedom fries nats: oh say can you see but it`s not just about the money many in france,
ordinary people have not, and will not ever, forget the sacrifice american soldiers made in both world wars to
liberated france. Nats: he says americans came from so far away to help us. Nats: this young man wasn`t
born yet he says americans saved our lives royse A. Brown/cincinnati, ohio sot: to remember sixty thousand
americans cries to spend their private money and time putting a rose on every american grave in france is
very touching. A gesture to both the past and what they hope will be a forgiving future. Adaora udoji, abc
news, london 33 (michelle) it`s supposedly saddam`s voice. And the man who`s heard in a new tape being
aired on al-jazeera t-v says he`s still in iraq and that there will be more attacks on americans. There`s no
way to confirm that the tape is authentic. But people who know saddam`s voice say it sounds like him. The
person on the tape takes credit for armed attacks on u-s occupation forces in iraq... And he calls on iraqis to
help resistance groups fighting u-s troops. 05.10

115.

Eyewitness News At Noon
WFTV-TV CH 9 (ABC) Local TV Orlando
07/04/2003
12:00 - 12:30 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 02.40 Who today finally found freedom from the worry and the anxiety of being
separated by a war. Hamburgers hot dogs all-american barbecue. And that is ut fireworks, tonight. Yes
reporter: two more airmen are expected to arrive in orlando, later this afternoon they are still close to 100
members, of the 920th rescue wing in middle east at melbourne air national airport eyewitness news. What
great day for families, thanks, phil U.S. Servicemen who lost lives in the two world wars were honor did a, in
france. Dozens of people gathered at american war cemetery outside paris to honor fallen heroes the grass
roots initiative was led by two dozen war veterans french american groups more than 67,000 roses were
placed on memorials. New and more evidence that saddam hussein may be alive and well, al-jazeera tv
released an audiotape today, on the tape a voice claiming to be that of saddam saying he stills in iraq with
other former leaders the tape was reportedly recorded on june 14th. The cia is reviewing the tape, to see if it
is authentic. A man recovering after police s say a woman attacked him with fireworks, however there is a
debate what was actually used in the attack it happened along edgeman avenue and 434 in winter springs
channel 9 is live with what started 04.01
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The 11:30 Report
WTMJ-TV CH 4 (NBC) Local TV Milwaukee
07/04/2003
11:30 - 12:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 05.39 You can track any incoming storms on our website at touch tmj four dot
com just click on live advanced dopplar four radar. If you were planning on going to summerfest, then maybe
catching a family barbecue and then heading back to summerfest----the re-entry rules have changed. A story
earlier this week on today`s t-m-j-4 showed people selling their pass-out tickets. The tickets allow anyone
leaving between noon and five to re-enter by six o`clock the same day. But now, anyone exiting must get
both a bar coded ticket and a hand stamp to re-enter the grounds. And if you are heading out to summerfest
tonight, here`s a look at some of tonight`s performers. Santana plays the marcus amphitheater at 7-30, with
angelique kidjo as the opening act. The band "collective soul" plays the miller lite oasis at 10. And robert
randolph and his "family band" play the hyundai big easy club at 6-tonight. Still ahead, the terminator is
taking a little hollywood to troops in iraq.And later, the flat people are invading miller park and john mercure
is hot on their trail.We`ll explain welcome back on this fourth of july. In france people gathered at the
american war cemetery outside paris to remember the thousands of american soldiers who died in world war
two. War veterans and french-american groups placed over 67-thousand roses on memorials and graves.
The gesture was meant to help mend ties between france and the u s, frayed since the iraq war. Pakistani
police are enforcing a curfew in quetta (kuh-weh tuh after rioters took to the streets in response to a deadly
explosion today. 08.59

117.

Channel 3 News Dayside
WEAR-TV CH 3 (ABC) Local TV Mobile/Pensacola
07/04/2003
11:30 - 12:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 06.51 Schwarzenegger: "i have to say that first of all congratulations for saying
hasta la vista baby to saddam hussein." Jeffrey kofman, abc news, baghdad." France opposed the war in
iraq, so the fourth of july holiday is an opportunity to repair frayed relations with the U.S.. Dozens gathered at
an american war cemetery outside of paris to remember the thousands of american soldiers who were killed
on french soil in two world wars. Dozens of war veterans and french-american groups placed 67,500 roses
on memorials and tombs... President bush is celebrating independence day in ohio and later at the white
house. He`ll be attending a celebration in dayton to mark the 100th anniversary of the wright brothers first
flight. Later at the white house, he will watch the fireworks on the national mall from the truman balcony.
Monday, he`s slated to begin a five-nation trip to africa. Meanwhile, president bush has just announced that
he will send a team of military experts to africa to see whether u-s forces should go to liberia as
peacekeepers. White house spokesman ari fleischer says the experts will determine the best approach to
bringing calm to the west african country and decide whether u-s troops would help provide stability there.
32 People have died, and another 52 were injured in a blast at a shiite muslim mosque in quetta pakistan.
Shiite muslims angered by the blast, rioted in the streets, burning cars and tires. 08.07
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ABC 7 News At 11:00
KGO-TV CH 7 (ABC) Local TV San Francisco
07/04/2003
11:00 - 11:30 am
00:11:30 French Attitude.; The French are trying to lure American tourist back to France. V; Eifel Tower.
V; Arch de Triumph. V; Woody Allen. I; Royse Brown, Cincinnati, says 60,000 Americans gave their lives.
V; people putting roses on American Graves. 00:13:41 :LR

119.

10 News Midday Edition
KGTV-TV CH 10 (ABC) Local TV San Diego
07/04/2003
11:00 - 12:00 pm
00:13:25 French. ; French War Memorial. V; France. V; Woody Allen. V; French War Memorial. I; Royse
Brown, American Tourist, on the French honoring American Graves with roses on the Anniversary of the
US Birthday. 00:15:35 :LR

120.

News 10 At 11:00
KXTV-TV CH 10 (ABC) Local TV Sacramento/Stockton/Modesto
07/04/2003
11:00 - 12:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 44.01 >> a chest peek, virginia, they honored a returning prisoner of war who
talked about his experiences in iraq and what happened when he was captured and held during the war. He
said it was terrifying at times and described taking some beatings. Williams, who was stationed at fort hood
was grew up in the chest peek area and is grateful for the support he has received. Dozens gathered outside
paris to remember americans killed in the war. They placed 67,500 roses at grave sites. Despite differences
over the iraq war many citizen groups and tourism promote ors hope it will highlight france`s friendships with
americans. The bodies of three people were found since a fireworks explosion in texas. The bodies were
found inside the ruins after warehouse. The blast yesterday also damaged nearby businesses and hopes.
So far no cause for the explosions have been determined, and officials with the federal bureau of alcohol
tobacco and firearms said 12 fireworks shows were planned for today so there was a lot there to blow up. In
just a few hours the news constitution center in philadelphia will open its doors to the public. Finishing
touches are being put on the center as we speak. When it`s complete it will feature a number of interactive
exhibits and programs to help visitors learn about the you straits constitution and how it came to 45.16
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7 News At 11
KMGH-TV CH 7 (ABC) Local TV Denver
07/04/2003
11:00 - 12:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 07.08 One a soldier was. Another convoy was attacked leaving one vehicle
destroyed. Some troops got to celebrate the fourth of july with a special investigator, actor arnold
schwartzenegger who came to baghdad to show off his new movie, terminator 3. I want to say
congratulations for saying hasta space la space vista, baby. As americans celebrate french residents laid
more than627,000 roses on memorials and tombs to remember the american soldiers who were killed in the
world wars. Those who organized the event hope it helps repair the now-fragile ties between france and the
united states, the the one it is that have been frayed since the war with iraq began. President bush spent his
morning in ohio. Why not the nation`s capital? Because that is the birth place of or vill and wilbur the first to
take flight. They clued relatives of the wright brothers. They were quick to remind me that dayton is where
the wright brothers first drew up their plans for the fliling machine. I wonder what wilbur and orville would
have thought if they statue that flying machine i came in on today. 08.49

122.

Fox News Live
Fox News Channel National Cable National
07/04/2003
11:00 - 12:00 pm
[Derived from Captioning] 25.16 > most politicians use independence day to rally voters, but at least one
senator isn`t even spending the holiday in the states. Hillary clinton, in france most actually today in england
promoting her new book. In a tv interview, the new york senator was asked whether she thought it was
worse to lie about a sexual affair or weapons of mass destruction. Mrs. Clinton, reminding the french
audience she supported the use of force in iraq, but there should be an investigation into the intelligence
leading up to the war. Elsewhere in france, a tribute to america`s independence and those who lost their
lives fighting for freedom. Outside paris, veterans and french-americans laying roses on the tombs of
soldiers killed in the two world wars. The symbolic memorial aimed at repairing france`s relationship with the
U.S. Organizers say france has long been an ally, pointing out it was the first country to recognize our
independence. A deadly shootout between U.S. Troops and iraqis is saddam hussein fueling attacks on U.S.
Troops? Live to baghdad for the latestest on the deadly resistance there. Then folks in new york city getting
ready for the world`s largest fireworks display 4th of july independence day, just about time belly up to the
hot dog bar, don`t miss live coverage of nathan`s famous hot dog eating contest last year`s champ skinny
guy 130 pounds be beat fat guys including william refrigerator 26.43
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News 4 At 10:00
WRC-TV CH 4 (NBC) Local TV Washington, DC
07/04/2003
10:00 - 11:00 am
[Derived from Captioning] 18.06 Back to you. Thank you. The july 4th holiday is taking on some added
meaning this career in france where many people are trying to repair frayed ties to the united states. People
gathered today at an american war cemetery outside of paris to remember thousands of american soldiers
who died to secure their freedom in world war ii. The ceremony was led by war veterans. They placed more
than 67,000 roses on the graves. And they read a statement saying that france has not forgotten. They also
reminded americans that france was the first nation to recognize the united states. 10:18 Is the time. 77
Degrees right now. The 4th of july has brought tragedy to a community in texas. We`ll have that story for you
in just a moment. There is new information about an investigation into that string of arson fires in the district
and prince george`s county. Plus, D.C. Police chief charles ramsey says how he really feels about the
controversy over his pay raise. 19.00

124.

Local Cut-in
KGO-TV CH 7 (ABC) Local TV San Francisco
07/04/2003
8:25 - 8:30 am
[Derived from Captioning] 04.04 There were attacks last night and this morning. One soldier killed by a
sniper and more than a dozen wounded in a mortar attack near balad. The thousands of american soldiers
killed in france in the two world wars are being remembered on this fourth of july with roses placed on their
graves in the war cemeteries there. It`s part of a grass-roots effort to repair the frayed U.S french relations
over the war with iraq. A wildfire that destroyed 300 homes in southern arizona last month is flaring up again.
The fire now covers 56,000 acres and is threatening dozens of homes in the mountains north of tucson. This
can`t be really called a sport, but it does have a weigh-in at new york`s coney island. The 21 contestants at
nathan`s famous hotdog eating contest include former nfl star william "the refrigerator" perry, coming in at
410 pounds, more than twice as much as the two-time defending champ. That is a final check of the news at
8:32. Now time for the weather. 04.58

125.

Fox 10 News Arizona Morning
KSAZ-TV CH 10 (FOX) Local TV Phoenix
07/04/2003
8:00 - 9:00 am
[Derived from Captioning] 35.19 France is trying to repair it`s relationship with the united states. American
tourists to the country are down nearly 25 percent. Now tourism officials want to make amends. Over 100
hotels and restaurants in paris are reaching out to american guests today.. On the fourth of july. American
tourists are receiving everything from free champagne to barbecued meals. Event organizers also placed
67-thousand roses on memorials and tombs to honor american soldiers who fought in france in the two
world wars. Two massachusetts men go "sewer diving" to help find an engagement ring! 86-Year old teresa
barbante accidently flushed her ring down the toilet... She thought it was gone for good! Her son later called
a plumber to look in the pipes with a camera..But still no luck.. Finally they called the city works department..
They lifted a manhole and flushed the line near the home..And made quite the find! "I thought one in a
million. I doubted if we would come up with it. 36.31
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126.

Good Morning America
ABC Network National
07/04/2003
8:00 - 9:00 am
00:31:42 US-French Relations; Roses are being placed on graves in Suresnes, France. V; Graves in
France. 00:31:56 :LR

127. Today
NBC Network National
07/04/2003
7:00 - 8:00 am
00:06:01 Remembered Americans; People in France paused this morning to remember those who fought
and died in France. V; Volunteers laying roses on graves in Normandy, France. 00:06:18 :LR
? ? ? ?
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